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1- Objectives & Methodology (Description of WP 3/Application Form)
Pilot CVET Innovative Services for SMEs
Digitalisation is rapidly changing the way in which European companies are operating by
making some business models redundant while paving the way for new ones. New
technologies demand continuous efforts in upskilling and reskilling of human resources. Digital
transformation involves not only digitalization but new management skills, new processes,
new team management, new information management, other ways of manufacturing,
marketing and communication. In addition, the irruption of the “Millennials” generation,
those that were digital born, is currently changing not only consuming trends, but also the
way work is managed at SMEs and how the human resources must be managed.
This work package will start with in depth research of SMEs challenges in CVET related to
digital transformation and inter-generational teams. It will continue with research
conclusions to inspire a pilot innovative service adapted to each country’s needs that will be
piloted in the participant countries by CVET partners in BG and ES, CZ, and AT.
As a result, the methodology will be described in a handbook that will be fine-tuned after the
piloting phase.
Research Phase
Research on impact of digital transformation and generations at the workplace (P2 leads, and
all partners collaborate): The research will focus on how these challenges are currently
impacting or will impact human capital at SMEs, at management, team managers, teams levels.
It will be relating to work processes, management, marketing, human resources
management, information management and internal/external communication.

Methodology
Focus groups of 5 SMEs per country of different sectors to detect the immediate and medium
term challenges in human resources concerning digital transformation and inter-generational
learning. Focus groups will meet in order to get as much information as possible and to allow
a final wrap up session.
Extra online questionnaire will be sent to at least 100 selected companies (25 per country). 515 companies per country will be interviewed to gain 20 interviews at the minimum.
Conclusions on quantitative research are drawn by the WP Lead partner. Conclusions on the
research will be issued by each partner. A conclusions report will be issued by the WP leader.
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2- Schedule

1.Q
1- Research Phase
Objectives & Methodology - Desk Research – WIFI
Development of potential hypotheses for the
Questionnaire for the Focus Groups, followed by
Online Survey for Companies and Company Interviews
incl. Situation in AT; BG, CZ, ES
Feedback - ALL
2- Focus Groups
1. Selection Entrepreneurs for Focus Groups
Feedback 1 Focus Group – 2 or more Focus Groups
2. Workplan for Focus Groups incl. Questionnaires &
Instructions on how to do focus groups; Feedback –
each partner
3. Focus Group - VET Needs, VET habits
Presentation: Future Job profiles & challenges;
skilled worker shortage; definition digital skills
Discussion. Training needs today and tomorrow,
finding or training skilled workers Is there
awareness of educational needs?
4. Analysis of Focus Group Results and Report
3- Definition of Digital Competences as a Result of the
Focus Group
4- Development of Online Guidelines for Trainers
5- Development of Online Survey and Interview
Questions for Companies
Feedback - ALL
6- Implementation Online Survey and Interviews
1. Entry of survey questions into SurveyMonkey
Software
2. Distribution of Online Survey to SMEs in 4 Countries
3. Interviews of SME managers in 4 Countries
4. Analysis of Online Survey and Interviews
7- Output – SMEs Human Capital Needs Conclusion
Report

2020
2.Q
3.Q

4.Q

Feb

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

Apr

Apr
Apr
May
MayJune
AprilJune
June
July
JulySept
AugSept

Oct
Oct
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3- Desk Research & Potential Hypotheses
OECD (2016): “Automation and Independent Work in a Digital Economy”, Policy Brief on
The Future of Work, OECD Publishing, Paris.
40 % of jobs in Austria will change drastically due to automation
12 % of all workplaces are threatened by automation

3.1 DIGITAL COMPETENCES IN THE EU
Through its Digital Skills and Jobs Coalition, the Commission seeks to further reduce digital
skills gaps by fostering the sharing, replication and upscaling of best practices in areas such
as training and matching for digital jobs, certification and awareness raising. It is one of the
10 key actions under the New Skills Agenda for Europe.
The Digital Economy and Society Index is a composite index that summarises relevant indicators

on Europe’s digital performance and tracks the progress of EU Member States in digital
competitiveness.

The Human capital dimension of DESI has two sub-dimensions covering 'internet user skills' and
'advanced skills and development'. The former draws on the European Commission's Digital
Skills Indicator, which is computed based on the number and complexity of activities involving
the use of digital devices and/or the internet. The latter includes indicators on ICT specialist
employment and ICT graduates. According to the latest data, Luxembourg, the Netherlands
and Sweden are the top performers in terms of internet user skills, whereas Finland, Sweden
and Estonia have the highest scores in advanced skills and development.
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39 % of EU workers using some sort of ICT device or equipment declared that they had to
learn how to use new software or computerised equipment for their job over the previous
year.
21 % reported changes in their main professional tasks as a result of new software or
equipment being introduced during the same period, and
20 % said they were involved in choosing, modifying or testing the software or
computerised equipment used at their work.

In 2018, the highest shares of ICT-using workers whose main job tasks changed due to new
software or computerised equipment were registered in Denmark, Luxembourg and Portugal
(all 30 %). Cyprus (5 %), Latvia (11 %) and Bulgaria (12 %) had the lowest shares.
About 64 % of the EU's workers using ICT devices or equipment deemed that their skills
relating to the use of computers, software or applications at work corresponded well with
their duties,
whereas 24 % said they had the skills to cope with more demanding duties,
11 % admitted that they needed further training.
Approximately 12 % of the EU's internet users (regardless of employment status), in turn,
relied on on-the-job training to improve their digital-related skills;
11 % on free online training or self-study and
9 % on training provided by their employer*.
*Activities not mutually excluding.

The upper chart shows that Austria, the Czech Republic and Spain are in the middle of the 28
countries. For Bulgaria, the issue of digital literacy and thus the teaching and improvement of
basic and vocational skills is particularly important.
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3.2 DIGITAL SKILLS AND THE TRAINING NEEDS OF SME´S
Results from the evaluation of the online survey (10,000 completed questionnaires) within the
scope of the digitization offensive KMU DIGITAL 2018/2019…
1 in 3 SMEs rated the digital skills of their employees as sufficient.
In every 5th company, changes are rejected (assessment of the entrepreneurs).
15 % of entrepreneurs consider their own digital skills to be sufficient.
But only 10% have actually taken action.
Conclusion:
2/3 of SMEs do not consider the digital skills of their employees to be sufficient.
85 % of entrepreneurs consider their own skills insufficient.
There must be a variety of learning barriers.

3.3 HYPOTHESES ON DIGITAL SKILLS AND THEIR TRAINING NEEDS IN SME´S
Learning of the Future - the 7 W's of Education for the Economy

Competence-oriented learning

Competences

Learning in the flow of life/work
flexible (WHEN? WHERE?)

Product (WHAT?)
Learning approach/strategy
(HOW?)

Learning companies
(WHO? WHY? WHY NOT?)

modular (WHEN? WHERE?)
analog & digital (HOW?)

The following hypotheses (H) were developed from desk research:

WHO? - Target group
H1: Entrepreneurs/Managers rate the digital skills of their employees as insufficient.
H2: Entrepreneurs/Managers do not consider their own digital competences to be sufficient.
H3: Expect resistance from employees to planned changes.
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WHY? - Skilled workers/lack of skilled workers:
H4: SMEs have more problems organizing VET than large companies.
H5: It is easier to train existing employees than to find new ones.
H6: Training programs make an employer more attractive (employer branding).
H7: Older people assess their own competences worse than they actually are and have more
inhibitions.
WHY NOT? - Why are further training measures not implemented?
H8: SMEs do not know how to proceed with the digitization of their businesses.
H9: Individual educational needs are not known.
H10: Everything is going well - no understanding of the need for further training.
H11: Fear of investing in VET and then losing employees to competition.
HOW? WHEN? & WHERE? - Empowering People - What must further education look like?
Deloitte 2019 Global Human Capital Trend Survey:

86 % of managers agree that the way of learning must be reinvented, only 10 % know how to
approach it:
…delivering learning in the flow of life. The 100-year life and the 50-year career imply that
individuals should reinvent themselves throughout the course of a lifetime. Learning,
therefore, should be an organic activity that occurs continuously, not just in environments
dedicated to learning. learning, not only in specially designed environments
…delivering meaningful learning. Just as learning can happen directly in the flow of life, it can –
and should – happen in the flow of work. Organizations that provide their workers with shortterm project deployments, stretch assignments, and opportunities to reflect are creating
learning experiences out of the work itself. short-term project assignments, challenging tasks
and opportunities for reflection enable learning experiences from the work itself.
…delivering learning that accommodates a diverse range of learning styles. Now more than ever,
the workforce is comprised of individuals with diverse backgrounds, preferences, abilities, and
experiences. To harness the power of that diversity, your company should address the wide
variety of learning styles resident within today’s workforce. Learning must do justice to the
multitude of learning styles
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H12: Learners expect access to knowledge in the workplace (learning on demand - access to
digital learning platforms).
H13: Self-motivation to learn is encouraged with interesting / challenging tasks.
H14: People with learning experience (studies) learn more easily.
H15: Being able to learn is a prerequisite for learning success.
H16: Learning as continuous experience improves learning success/motivation.
H17: Training programs open to all employees are better accepted - learning should not be
exclusive.
Learning organizations need to enable people to perform higher-order work. This is where
digital learning platforms that combine the power of technology and in-person learning
experiences excel. Transformations require problem-solving, change management,
collaboration, and influence capabilities that can be applied in different ways depending upon
the context or situation. Digital learning platforms can merge theory and practice in a scalable,
interactive way: They allow leaders to learn their way through transformations, applying the
new concepts they learn directly to the leadership challenges they are facing, and receiving
direct input and feedback from their learning cohort.
H18: Better learning success with catalogues of measures, combination of improvement basic
knowledge for all and individual promotion of expert knowledge.
H19: Problem-solving skills are future skills.

3.4 TRAINING NEEDS IN THE SECTORS
What are high and low digitization industries? What influence does this have on the demand
for digital skills?
Research from the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) looked at the state of digitization in sectors
across the U.S. economy and found a large and growing gap between sectors, and between
companies within those sectors. Most of the digital companies see outsized growth in
productivity and profit margins. The researchers looked at 27 indicators that fall into three
broad categories: digital assets, digital usage, and digital workers. The research shows that the
latter two categories make the crucial difference.
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Digital assets across the entire economy doubled over the past 15 years, as firms invested not
just in IT, but in digitizing their physical assets. Digital usage in the form of transactions,
customer and supplier interactions, and internal business processes, grew almost fivefold —
and over the entire period, the leading sectors maintained an enormous lead in usage over
everyone else. But the biggest differentiator of all comes from having a digitally empowered
workforce. Over the past two decades, the leading sectors’ performance on various digital
labor metrics — such as the share of tasks involving digital tools and the number of new digital
occupations — rose eightfold, while the rest of the economy barely ran in place.
Source: Harward Business Review, Which industries are the most digital (and why)?, April 2016
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Top are not surprisingly IT and knowledge-intensive industries. They use technology
to interact with customers. Employees use it to work more efficiently.
Capital-intensive industries such as utilities, real estate or manufacturing have a lot of
potential in improving productivity through integration of Internet of Things.
Retail trade - the potential lies in improving interaction with its customer,
as in B2C sector, where health care, hospitality or construction shows room for
improvement in customer transactions

EDUCATION NEEDS FOR INDUSTRIES WITH HIGH AND LOW LEVELS OF DIGITIZATION

low digitalization

high digitalization
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H20. High digitalization sectors show a higher tendency for further education.
H21. Spend more money on education.
H22: Know their educational needs better.

4- Instructions for Focus Groups
4.1 STEP 1: FORMATION OF FOCUS GROUPS
For the focus groups (FC) it is important to ensure that participants (min. 5) from industries
with a high level of digitization and participants from industries with a low level of digitization
are selected. As the digital maturity level of a company has direct impact on the digital skills
necessary and thus on the educational needs.
There are two options for formation of focus groups:
A) Formation of one focus group that meets 3 times (= e.g. April, May, June - as provided for
in the grant application)
B) Organization of separate workshops and formation of several focus groups and at least 3
meetings in total (participants from similar industries per focus group, i.e. 1 FC with high
level and 1 FC with low levels of digitisation, 1 meeting with both groups)

4.2 STEP 2: IMPLEMENTATION IN THE PERIOD FROM MARCH TO JUNE

Focus Group – Part I: Educational needs for digital literacy?
Discussion: Training needs today and tomorrow, finding or training skilled workers
Sequence:
Short introduction of the participants (Have the list of participants signed, see
Community CVETNET)
Presentation of the CVETNET project and its partner countries
Goal and procedure of the focus group
Future Job profiles & Challenges (Sample presentation see Community CVETNET)
Definition: what are digital competences?
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Optional: Distribute questionnaire (To enter the topic, (Sample see Community
CVETNET)
Discussion:
o How do you assess the educational needs for digital literacy?
(WHO? Target group)
o For you as entrepreneur, the managers of your company?
o for your employees?
o If there is a need for digital skills in you company, do you prefer …
(WHY? Lack of Skilled Workers)
o to search or
o to train

Focus Group – Part II: How should further education look like? What are the barriers?
Discussion: Future VET Offer, VET barriers
Sequence:
Discussion:
o Have you implemented VET measures in your company in recent years?
o What do you think are the obstacles when it comes to continuing
education in the context of digital literacy? (WHY NOT?)
o What should further education courses ideally look like? (HOW?)
o eLearning
o Blended Learning
o App
o Learning on Demand - Micro-Learning by means of videos
o In-house training
o Off-site training
o Others
o WHEN? WHERE? Should further education take place?
o What do you expect from your chamber of commerce?
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Focus Group – Part III: Training pathways
digital literacy?

Best practices - how to implement training for

Sequence:
Presentation of the Results of the survey
Discussion:
o Discussion of the survey results
o How to implement training for digital literacy?

TEMPLATE FOR FOCUS GROUP – PART I
How do you assess the educational needs for digital literacy?

Yes No

As an entrepreneur, do you have sufficient digital skills yourself?
If not, what digital skills are needed for entrepreneurs?
Basic skills – information and data literacy (searching, filtering, managing data)
Basic skills – communication and collaboration (interaction, administration)
Business Management & Office Administration (communication, interaction with
customers, organization, administration)
Creativity & Communicative Information Technology (development, interaction
and sharing, collaborating trough digital technologies, netiquette)
Production & IT for technical occupations (operating and programming machines,
manufacturing and assembling units, incl. installing software)
Information Technology (Network technology, IT security, data protection)

Especially:
_____________________________________________________________________
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Yes No
Do your employees have sufficient digital skills?
Which digital skills are in demand?
Basic skills – information and data literacy (searching, filtering, managing data)
Basic skills – communication and collaboration (interaction, administration)
Business Management & Office Administration (communication, interaction with
customers, organization, administration)
Creativity & Communicative Information Technology (development, interaction
and sharing, collaborating trough digital technologies, netiquette)
Production & IT for technical occupations (operating and programming machines,
manufacturing and assembling units, incl. installing software)
Information Technology (Network technology, IT security, data protection)

Especially:

_____________________________________________________________________

If there is a need for digital skills in you company, do you prefer …
to search for skilled workers with appropriate competences
to train existing employees

Have you implemented VET measures in your company in recent years?

Yes No

For me or executives of my company
For my employees
Is there a training budget?
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How are educational needs identified?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

TEMPLATE FOR FOCUS GROUP PART II
What do you think are the obstacles when it comes to continuing education in the context of
digital literacy?
No urgent need
No time
No budget provided
It no longer pays
No accurate picture of educational needs
As far as employees are concerned - fear of investing in further training and then losing
employees to competition
Other
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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What should further education courses ideally look like?
(Please mark with a cross)
eLearning
Blended learning *)
App
Learning on Demand - Micro-Learning by means of videos
In-house training
Off-site training
Others: _____________________________
*) Blended learning is an approach to education that combines online educational materials
and opportunities for interaction online with traditional place-based classroom methods.)
How many employees do you employ?
None
1–9
10 – 49
50 – 250
More than 250
Which sector are you active in?
Information & Communication Technology
Media
Professional Services
Finance & Insurance
Wholesale Trade
Utilities
Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals
Basic Goods Manufacturing
Real Estate
Transportation & Warehousing
Education
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Retail Trade
Entertainment & Recreation
Health Care
Hospitality
Construction
Agriculture & Hunting

Production of goods / provision of services?

Yes No

Do you use information-supported systems (project management software,
3D-CAD, automated manufacturing, robots, drones, etc.) for planning /
production / service provision?

Personnel search

Yes No

Do you use Internet platforms for personnel search?
Responsible for digitization

Yes No

Did you nominate a person responsible for the topic of digitization in the
company?

Use of Internet

Yes No

Do your employees with PC use (or comparable devices) have access to the
Internet?
How do you assess the educational needs for digital literacy?

Yes No

As an entrepreneur, do you have sufficient digital skills yourself?
If not, what digital skills are needed for entrepreneurs?
Basics: Information and data literacy (Searching, filtering, evaluating,
managing data)
Basics: Communication
collaborating, netiquette)

and

collaboration

(Interacting,

sharing,
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Basics: Business management & Office Administration (Interaction with
customers, organisation, administrative activities)
Creativity & Communicative IT (Interacting, development, sharing and
collaborating trough digital technologies, incl. social media)
Production & IT for (Operating and programming machines, technical
occupations, manufacturing and assembling units, installing software)
Information technology (Advanced skills like network technology, IT
Security, Data Protection)

Yes No
Do your employees have sufficient digital skills?
Which digital skills are in demand?
Basics: Information and data literacy (Searching, filtering, evaluating,
managing data)
Basics: Communication and collaboration (Interacting, sharing,
collaborating, netiquette)
Basics: Business management & Office Administration (Interaction with
customers, organisation, administrative activities)
Creativity & Communicative IT (Interacting, development, sharing and
collaborating trough digital technologies, incl. social media)
Production & IT for (Operating and programming machines, technical
occupations Manufacturing and assembling units, installing software)
Information technology (Advanced skills like network technology, IT
Security, Data Protection)

If there is a need for digital skills, do you prefer
to search for skilled workers with appropriate competences
to train existing employees
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Who did benefit from VET measures in your company in recent years?

Yes No

Entrepreneur or executives of the company
Employees
Is there a training budget?
How are educational needs identified?
By the manager
External expert
Proposal of the employee
Other
What do you think are the obstacles when it comes to continuing education in the context of
digital literacy?
no urgent need
no time
no budget provided
it no longer pays
no accurate picture of educational needs
as far as employees are concerned - fear of investing in further training and then losing
employees to competition
Other
What should further education courses ideally look like?
(Please mark with a cross)
eLearning
blended learning *)
App
Learning on Demand - Micro-Learning by means of videos
in-house training
off-site training
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5- Results of Focus Groups
Focus Groups were planned in all 4 countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic and Spain). Due
to Covid19 and the following lockdown, only the Pilot Focus Group could be implemented in
Vienna, Austria in early 2020. The planned Focus Groups for the other countries were
transformed into an online survey for at least 100 companies in total and interviews of
companies with at least 5 per country that were to be done either by phone or online as
mentioned later in Top 7.

Focus Group: Craft and Trade - Low Level of Digitization, 28.2.2020
The Pilot Focus Group took place on 28 February, 9.00 a.m. – 3 p.m., as part of a working group
to revise the job descriptions, 5 entrepreneurs from the specialist group of chimney sweeps
took part. This is an industry with a low level of digitization.

Topics: Training needs today and tomorrow, finding or training skilled workers
Sequence:
Short introduction of the participants
Presentation of the CVETNET project and its partner countries
Goals and procedure of the focus group
Future Job profiles & Challenges
Definition: what are digital competences?

The participants were asked to fill in the questionnaire, with the following result:

1. Educational needs for digital literacy
All entrepreneurs (100 %) assessed their own competences as sufficient
80 % of the employees have sufficient digital competences
Discussion:
Workers can use mobile phones, do not need to know word, excel, etc.
Low degree of digitalization; e.g. digital work records, performance records
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2. Implementation of VET measures in recent years
All entrepreneurs (100 %) prefer to train existing employees. The search for and
recruitment of competent employees is clearly the second preference.
All entrepreneurs (100 %) or their managers have received further training.
Measures for the further training of employees were implemented in all
companies (100 %).
In all companies there is a budget for continuing vocational training.
Discussion: Educational needs
are identified by observations and experiences during the daily work
are necessary because of constantly changing tasks
Therefore, further education in the profession is necessary continuously.
3. Survey results for obstacles when it comes to continuing education of VET measures
No urgent need
No time
No budget provided
It doesn't make sense anymore (retirement close)
No accurate picture of educational needs
Fear of investing in further training and then losing employees
to competition

40%
20%
40%
20%
60%
20%

4. What should further education courses ideally look like?
eLearning
Bblended learning
App
Learning on Demand - Micro-Learning by means of videos
In-house training
Training outside the company

60%
40%
60%
40%
100%
40%
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Focus Group – Craft and trade, low level of digitization, 28.2.2020
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6- The Definition of Digital Competences as a Result of the Focus Group
Basic Competences: DIGITAL COMPETENCE FRAMEWORK – DIGICOMPT 2.0
Competence Areas

Digital Competences

Information and Data Literacy

Browsing, searching, and filtering data, information and digital content
Evaluation data, information and digital content
Managing data, information and digital content

Communication and Collaboration

Interacting trough digital technologies
Sharing through digital technologies
Engaging in citizenship through digital technologies
Collaborating through digital technologies
Netiquette
Managing digital identity

Digital Content Creation

Developing digital content
Integrating and re-elaborating digital content
Copyright and licenses
Programming

Safety

Protecting devices
Protecting personal data and privacy
Protecting health and well-being
Protecting the environment

Problem Solving

Solving technical problems
Identifying needs and technological responses
Creatively using digital technologies
Identifying digital competence gaps

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/digcomp/digital-competence-framework
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THE WIFI Model
supplements the DIGICOMPT 2.0 model of basic competences with personal digital
competences and professional competences

Competence Areas

Digital Competences

Personal Social Competencies

Interconnected thinking, self-learning competence,
creativity, entrepreneurial thinking and self-motivation &
inspiring others

Basic Digital

Information and Data Literacy

Searching, filtering, evaluating, managing data

Competences

Communication and Collaboration

Interaction, organization, administration

Business Management
Administration

Communication & interaction with customers

&

Creativity & Communicative IT

Office

Organisation and administrative activities
Development through digital technologies
Interacting and Sharing through digital technologies
Collaborating through digital technologies

Professional Digital Literacy

Netiquette
Production & IT for Technical
Professions

Operating and programming machines

Information Technology

Network technology

Manufacturing and assembling units, incl. installing
software

IT security
Data protection
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7- Questionnaire for Online Survey and Interview Questions for Companies
7.1 INTRODUCTION
More than 40% of jobs in Europe will change dramatically through digitization. In order to be
able to face these current events - also with regard to Covid19 - the vocational education and
training (VET) of all companies should be adapted to the needs of the labor market. Continuing
vocational education and training (CVET) will be crucial to meet the new challenges.
Within the scope of the ERASMUS+ project “CVET networks reskilling SMEs employees and
mentors by bridging generations and digital gaps” [CVET4Future.Net/CVENTNET], WIFI
International and its project partners implemented an online survey questioning SMEs on the
challenges and effects of the Covid19 crisis & pandemic on their businesses and employees.
The companies were asked to assess the educational needs for digital literacy of entrepreneurs
and employees according to their generation and sectors of industry.
In addition, the managers of SMEs of 4 countries were interviewed about lessons learned
during the Covid19 crisis while faced with sudden digital demands of all kind beside current
intentions or strategies to digitalize their businesses.
The main aim of the Online Survey and Interview Questions for companies was to generate the
data for the development of a handbook containing innovative methodology developed on
digital transformation and inter-generational training at SMEs. The handbook will include the
assessment and implementation methodologies to elaborate individual CVET training
pathways for staff and teams at SMEs.

7.2 PROCEDURE ONLINE SURVEY AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR COMPANIES

Step 1: Identification of online survey and interview questions on the effects of Covid19 on
SMEs with the project partners in online meetings.
Step 2: Development of the online survey with the software SurveyMonkey and distribution of
the survey to selected SMEs via the project partners.
Step 3: Implementation of interviews of managers of SMEs in 4 countries, either in person or
online.
Step 4: Analysis of online survey and interview results for the report and translation into 4
languages.
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Partnership (Partners’ organizations):
-

Czech Chamber of Commerce;
Institute for Economic Promotion of the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber (WIFIWKO);
Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry;
Official Chamber of Commerce, Industry, Services and Navigation of Spain;
German-Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (AHK-Bulgarien);
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Terrassa (Spain);
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Dobrich (Bulgaria).

7.3 IMPLEMENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ONLINE SURVEY AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
FOR COMPANIES
WIFI International and the respective CVETNET project partners conducted an online survey
on the challenges and measures of SMEs and companies due to digitization, generational
change and Covid19. A minimum of 25 companies should fill in the questionnaire per country.
Furthermore, 5 to 15 companies per country were interviewed in personal interviews. They
could be different companies from the online questionnaire or the same companies. The
objective was to get answers to open questions and qualitative information. The interviews
were done in view of the Covid19 Crisis that changed many things as well as the use and
perception of digitalization o the companies.

7.4 HYPOTHESES ON DIGITAL SKILLS AND TRAINING NEEDS IN SMES AND COMPANIES
The following hypotheses (H) on digital skills and training needs in SMEs and companies were
stated:
H1: Entrepreneurs/Managers rate the digital skills of their employees as insufficient
H2: Entrepreneurs/Managers do not consider their own digital competences to be
sufficient
H3: Entrepreneurs/Managers expect resistance from employees to planned changes
H4: It is easier to train existing employees than to find new ones
H5: Older people assess their own competences worse than they actually are and
have more inhibitions
H6: SMEs do not know how to proceed with the digitization of their businesses
H7: Individual educational needs are not known
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H8: Everything is going well – no understanding of the need for further training
H9: Fear of investing in VET and then losing employees to competition
H10: Learners expect access to knowledge in the workplace (learning on demand –
access to digital learning platforms)

7.5 QUESTIONNAIRE FORM SURVEY FOR COMPANIES

WELCOME TO THE
CVETNET QUESTIONNAIRE

Legal & Privacy: https://cvetnet.com/legal-and-privacy
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Topic 1: Corona Crisis & Pandemic
Item

Question

Q1

Are you satisfied with the reaction of your company and your team towards Covid19 Crisis
concerning digitalization?

Scale

Q1_01

Management: We can always switch part of our work team
(administration, purchasing, sales) to home working. Our employees in
Home Working have online access at any time to the data that enables
them to continue their work from home in an orderly manner (remote
access to server or data in the cloud)

Q1_02

Supply Chain: We use information-supported systems (project
management software, 3D-CAD, automated manufacturing, robots,
drones, etc.) for planning / production / Logistics/ service provision.

Q1_03

Human resources: Our team is skilled in distance teamwork. They have
the necessary social skills needed for successful online meetings and
decision taking.

Q1_04

IT/Technology: The tools we had or implemented helped us to cope
with the crisis

Q1_05

Sales: Our customers can make orders, purchase, follow up their orders
and receive the merchandise online

Q1_06

International Sales: We already use of international marketplaces to
access new international customers/distributors Our Export Area
Managers and their teams can make new contacts with potential
distributors, Agents and Potential Customers online.

Q1_07

Sales: We use online sales channels / e-commerce.

Q1_08

Cybersecurity and information technology (network technology, ITsecurity, data protection).

Range from 1-5

► Save data – Goto Q1Y2
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Item

Question

Pulldown

Q1Y1

How high do you estimate the additional digitalization requirements in your company to
cope with (possible) further critical situations?

Q1Y1_01 None – we have no needs for digitalization
Q1Y1_02 Minimal – our digitalization is already on high level
Q1Y1_03 Medium – we need some improvements in some segments
Q1Y1_04 High – we need major improvements in some segments

Only one
answer
allowed

Q1Y1_05 Very high – we need major improvements and change in our company
► Save data – Goto Q1Y2
Item

Open Question

Q1Y2

(Possibility to leave a comment by respondent about dealing with Covid19 situation (not
compulsory, leave your comment here)

► Save data – Goto Q2

Topic 2: Assessment of Educational Needs for Digital Literacy of
Entrepreneurs and Their Employees According to Their
Generation
Item

Open Question (not compulsory)

Q2

Concept Digitalization: What do you understand by digitalization in your company?

► Save data – Goto Q3
Item

Question

Pulldown

Q3

Is there a person responsible for the digitalization in your company?

Yes / No

► Save data – Goto Q4
Item

Question

Q4

As an entrepreneur or manager, are you satisfied with your digital skills
yourself? Do you think they are enough?

Scale
Range
from 1-5

► Save data – Goto Q4N1
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Item

Question

Q4N1

Which of the following digital skills do you consider essential for an
entrepreneur/manager?

Q4N1_01

Information and data literacy (searching, filing, filtering, evaluating,
managing data).

Q4N1_02

Digital teamwork: Communication and collaboration skills (interacting,
sharing, collaborating).

Q4N1_03

Business management & Office Administration (interaction with customers,
organisation, administrative activities).

Q4N1_04

Digital Human Resources Management and Assessment
(recruiting, sharing and collaborating through digital technologies).

Scale

Range
from 1-5

Q4N1_05 Digital marketing and communication: Creativity & Communicative IT
(development, sharing and collaborating trough digital technologies, social
media).
Q4N1_06 Production & IT (operating and programming, manufacturing and assembling
units, software).
Q4N1_07

Cybersecurity and information technology (network technology, IT-security,
data protection).

Q4N1_08 eLearning: Using a eLearning management system
► Save data – Goto Q5
Item

Question

Q5

Do your employees/your team have sufficient digital skills?

Scale
Range from
1-5

► Save data – Goto Q5N1
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Item

Question

Q5N1

Which of the following digital skills do you consider essential for your employees?

Q5N1_01

Information and data literacy (searching, filing, filtering, evaluating,
managing data).

Q5N1_02

Digital teamwork: Communication and collaboration skills (interacting,
sharing, collaborating).

Q5N1_03

Business management & Office Administration (interaction with
customers, organisation, administrative activities).

Q5N1_04

Digital Human Resources Management and Assessment
(recruiting, sharing and collaborating through digital technologies).

Q5N1_05

Digital marketing and communication: Creativity & Communicative IT
(development, sharing and collaborating trough digital technologies, social
media).

Q5N1_06

Production & IT (operating and programming, manufacturing and
assembling units, software).

Q5N1_07

Cybersecurity and information technology (network technology, ITsecurity, data protection).

Q5N1_08

eLearning: Using a eLearning management system

Scale

Range from
1-5

► Save data – Goto Q5N2
Item

Question

Q5N2

If there is need for further digital skills, do you prefer...

Q5N2_01

To recruit skilled employees with appropriate competences?

Q5N2_02

To train existing employees?

Checkbox

Multiple
answers
allowed

► Save data – Goto Q5N3
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Item

Question

Q5N3

Do you agree with the following statements concerning your company? Yes/No?

Q5N3_01 Digital skills of employees are not a question of age but personality.

Checkbox

Yes/No

Q5N3_02 Senior employees lack in competency in digital skills.
Q5N3_03 Senior employees are open to learn new digital skills.
Q5N3_04 Senior employees are not open to learn new digital skills.
Q5N3_05 The company has potential to improve the digital skills of their employees.
Q5N3_06

Senior employees benefit from the digital skills of the younger generation
(digital natives).

Q5N3_07

Young employees like to share their digital knowledge with senior
employees.

Q5N3_08

All generations succeed as a team while exchanging their experience and
digital knowledge.

► Save data – Goto Q6
Item

Question

Checkbox

Q6

How are vocational training needs (digitalization) mainly identified in you company?

Q6_01

By the entrepreneur/management.

Q6_02

By Human Resources Manager/Department

Q6_03

By proposal of the employee(s).

Q6_04

By external experts.

Q6_05

We do not see any need for vocational training for our employees.

Q6_06

This is not an important topic for us.

Multiple
answers
allowed

► Save data – Goto Q7
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Item

Question

Checkbox

Q7

In your opinion, which are the main obstacles for vocational training in digital skills literacy
in your company?

Q7_01

Not sufficient time for training.

Q7_02

Not sufficient budget or allowances provided.

Q7_03

No accurate strategy/assessment for educational/ learning needs.

Q7_04

Fear of investing in further training of employees and then losing them to
competitors.

Q7_05

Current employees have no potential to be trained

Multiple
answers
allowed

► Save data – Goto Q8
Item

Question

Checkbox

Q8

As Entrepreneur, which are the preferences for further training for digitalization for
yourself?

Q8_01

E-Learning?

Q8_02

Blended learning (E-Learning combined with physical classes)?

Q8_03

Mobile Apps?

Q8_04

Learning on Demand - Micro-Learning by videos (Youtube)?

Q8_05

In-house trainings in the company internal trainers?

Q8_06

In-house trainings in the company with external trainers?

Q8_07

Open training in training centers?

Q8_08

(???) Other (with possibility to write it down)

Multiple
answers
allowed

► Save data – Goto Q9
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Item

Question

Checkbox

Q9

Which could be the means of further training for digitalization for your employees?

Q9_01

E-Learning?

Q9_02

Blended learning (E-Learning combined with physical classes)?

Q9_03

Mobile Apps?

Q9_04

Learning on Demand - Micro-Learning by videos (Youtube)?

Q9_05

In-house trainings in the company internal trainers?

Q9_06

In-house trainings in the company with external trainers?

Q9_07

Open training in centers?

Q9_08

(???) Other (with possibility to write it down)

Multiple
answers
allowed

► Save data – Goto Q10

Topic 3: Statistics Questions
Item

Question

S1

Please select the sector in which your company is mainly active:

S1_01

Information & Communication Technology

S1_02

Wholesale Trade

S1_03

Utilities

S1_04

Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals

S1_05

Manufacturing

S1_06

Real Estate

S1_07

Transportation & Warehousing

S1_08

Education

S1_09

Entertainment & Recreation

S1_10

Retail Trade

S1_11

Health Care

S1_12

Construction & Building

S1_13

Finance & Insurance

Pulldown

Select one
answer

► Save data – Goto S2
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Item

Question

S2

Does your company have customers abroad or export your products/services?

Checkbox
Yes/No

► Save data – Goto S3
Item

Question

S3

Please select the range of employed persons in your company:

Pulldown

S3_01 1 – 9
S3_02 10 – 25
S3_03 26 – 49

Select

S3_04 50 – 250
S3_05 251 > …
► Save data – Goto S4
Item

Question

S4

Please select the range of age you belong to:

Pulldown

S4_01 20 – 35 years
S4_02 36 – 50 years
Select

S4_03 51 – 65 years
S4_04 > 65 years
► Save data – Goto S5
Item

Question

S5

Please select range of age of the majority of your employees:

Pulldown

S5_01 20 – 35 years
S5_02 36 – 50 years
Select

S5_03 51 – 65 years
S5_04 Age distribution of employees is balanced
► Save data – End
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CVETNET QUESTIONNAIRE DONE!

Thank you for your cooperation and answering the
questions!
You will find further project information on our website: https://cvetnet.com.

7.6 QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS AUSTRIA
Corona Crisis & Pandemic
The managers were very satisfied with the reaction of their companies and their teams
regarding the Covid19 crisis and digitalization. 80% of the managers could easily change part
or their whole staff to home office, as all staff had access to the data online via a server or
cloud. Compared to the following personal interviews, companies had no problem with home
office as well, some of the companies kept home office for part of their employees.
Regarding Human Resources, the managers could work well with their team from a distance,
had the necessary social skills and met online for decision-making (68%). 76% of employees
had the right technique to get well through the crisis, cyber security and IT supported the
companies well (76%).
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40% of the companies implemented IT systems like project management software, 3D-CAD,
robots, drones, etc. for planning / production / logistics and service.
Concerning Sales, 52% of clients could order products online, 44% of companies used onlinedistribution channels and e-commerce. In international Sales, 44% were active in the
international market to acquire new customers or distributors.
Hypothesis 6 stating that SMEs did not know how to proceed with the digitization of their
business, therefore, was proven wrong.
The percentage of additional digitalization requirements in the companies to cope with further
critical situations was mostly medium, 64% of companies stated that they needed some
improvements in some segments. 16% needed considerable upgrades in technology. Only 4%
hade a very high demand in changes of structure and technology.
The interviews showed a similar situation, some of the companies accelerated their
digitalization in all parts of the company and eliminated analogous processing steps.
The companies had the possibility to leave comments on dealing with the Covid19 situation.
Some stated that dealing with authorities improved. All had to be flexible. For some of the
enterprises the crisis came out-of-the-blue, their production stopped and they did not have
the necessary infrastructure for changing to home office. Sales companies had difficulty with
dealing online with their clients, the personal contact was missing and the clients did not have
the possibility to meet with sellers online.
One of the benefits was that online trainings started to boom, some of the companies began
building or worked further on internal online academies.
Some companies found that their information flow within the company could be automatized
to save time. They even thought about installing a chatbot.

Assessment of Educational Needs for Digital Literacy of Entrepreneurs and Their Employees
According to Their Generation
Asked about their understanding of digitalization, the answers of the companies covered a
wide range of areas, from the analysis of business processes for possible improvement
regarding digital measures to the creation of digital distribution channels. Some of the
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companies were eager to adapt to the changes needed and saw them as the new strategy of
the future by digitalizing their HR department, their administration, the production of online
tools for clients to improve product benefits.
The installation of new electronic media, IT support and communication channels, work
processes (e.g. digital management of customer and supplier relations, new software for ITsystems, chatbots, an electronic workflow supporting the whole Sales process including
invoicing and a central input screen providing the most important tools of the company in one
window) was all part of digitalization.
Generally speaking, companies with a low digitalization level before Covid19 in a branch of
industry that was workable for digitalization, needed support and a business analysis of the
company to digitalize their work processes. Companies with a high digitalization level before
Covid19 needed to optimize certain segments of their business, or were already fitted for crisis
situations as well as the new digitalization era on the market. They were very flexible and could
improve their position in their branch of industry.
Some companies used the crisis to establish internal online training tools, system landscapes
and platforms for eLearning for virtual exchange.
68% of companies had a person responsible for digitalization.
Managers and entrepreneurs were predominantly satisfied with their digital skills (64%). Only
4% needed to improve their knowledge in this topic strongly. They believed in entrepreneurs
being experts in information- and data competence (82%), they should be very skilled in
working with their team digitally (95%), and to know their tasks in business administration, as
well as office management well (86%). Their HR department should be able to manage their
staff electronically (77%) and have a high degree in digital marketing and communication
(86%). Regarding production and IT, the rate was lower (54%), compared to cyber security and
network technique (95%). 64% thought that managers should promote eLearning and have an
eLearning management system.
Hypothesis 10, therefore, was correct stating that learners expected access to knowledge in the
workplace (learning on demand – access to digital learning platforms).
Compared to hypothesis 2 that stated that entrepreneurs / managers did not consider their own
digital competences to be sufficient, this hypothesis could mostly be disproved by the numbers
mentioned above. Still, there was room for improvement in digital competence.
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When checking the digital competence of staff / teams, 64% had the necessary skills in view of
their managers – almost the same percentage as with themselves. Their rate of experts in
information and data competence was even higher than that of their superiors (91%) and
almost equal in teamwork (91%). The same applied to business administration and office
management know-how (91%) and digital HR (73%). 86% were very skilled in digital marketing
and communication. Production and IT competence should be improved (45%), the rate in
cyber security and network technology knowledge was much higher (85%), but still 10% lower
than what the managers considered important for themselves. 68% were involved in eLearning
or implemented an eLearning management system.
Contrary to the statement of hypothesis 1 that entrepreneurs / managers rated the digital skills
of their employees as insufficient, the employees were mostly educated well in this field.
Companies preferred to train existing employees in digital skills (86%) to recruiting professional
workers. According to these results, hypothesis 5 proved right with the statement that it was
easier to train existing employees than to find new ones.
In view of the entrepreneurs, the digital skills of employees were not a question of age but
personality (82%). Older staff was not as competent in digital tasks (68%), but they were rather
open to learn new digital skills (64%), only about a third of them blocked such endeavors.
According to the managers, the companies had the potential to improve the digital
competence of staff (77%). Older staff benefited from the digital skills of the younger
generation of digital natives at a rate of 77% as well. Still, young employees were rather
skeptical to share their digital knowledge with older staff, only 55% did so. Anyway, a large
percentage of mixed generations worked as a team and exchanged their experience (77%).
Older staff mostly did not assess their own competences worse than they actually were and did
not have more inhibitions in contrast to the statement of hypothesis 5, due to their openness to
new digital skills.
According to the managers, demand in education (digitalization) in their companies was
determined predominantly by the HR manager / department with 59%, followed by the
manager / entrepreneur himself (55%). 45% of employees suggested to do a training in the
digital field. The rate of external experts giving advice was rather low (14%). Only 19% of
managers did not see any need for training for their staff or thought that further education
was no important topic.
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The main obstacles for vocational training in digital literacy in companies were not enough time
for training and no clear strategy or evaluation of education and learning needs (both 55%)
followed by an insufficient budget (41%). Only 14% of the managers feared to lose trained staff
they invested in to competitors, meaning that hypothesis 9 stating fear of investing in VET and
then losing employees to competition was not entirely proven.
Another 14% had no potential for training in view of the entrepreneurs, 4% had other
unmentioned causes not to train their staff. Hypothesis 8 stated that everything was going well
– there was no understanding of the need for further training. This hypothesis was only partially
true regarding the percentage.
Managers considered Blended Learning as the best form of training (73%), followed by
eLearning, Learning on Demand (Micro Learning through videos) as well as inhouse trainings
with external trainers (50% each). 41% found open trainings in external training centers a good
form of further education. Mobile applications and inhouse trainings with internal trainers
were not as popular (36% and 27%). The rest remained undecided (5%).
For their staff, managers preferred Blended Learning as well with 77%, followed by inhouse
trainings with external trainers (68%). Learning on Demand (55%), E-Learning and inhouse
trainings with internal trainers (50%), Mobile applications (41%) and open trainings in external
training centers (36%) were lesser in demand. 9% remained undecided.

Statistics
25 managers or entrepreneurs participated in the survey.
The branches in which the companies were active the most were in education (27%), retail
trade (18%), production (14%) and construction (9%), the rest spread over other fields of
industry.
77% of the companies had clients abroad or exported their products/services.
27% of the enterprises were larger than 251 employees, 18% each had up to 9, 25, 49 or 250
staff members.
Only 9% of the managers were between 20-35 years old, the majority could be found in the
age group below 50 and below 65 (45% each).
82% of the employees were between 36-50 years old, 9% had a staff balanced in age, the young
and the oldest employees both reached about 5%.
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7.7 QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS BULGARIA
Corona Crisis & Pandemic
80% of the managers and their teams reacted well regarding digitalization and the Covid19
crisis. They could send their whole staff to home office due to the fact that all employees had
access to the data online via a server or cloud. The result of the company interviews showed
the same picture, that during lockdown companies switched entirely to remote work, without
any problem.
The teams worked well at a distance, 73% already had the necessary soft skills to meet online
for decision-making. 64% of staff were supported well by IT during the crisis, still, their cyber
security and IT technology skills were not that high with only 49%.
Only 49% of staff benefited from IT systems like project management software, 3D-CAD,
robots, drones, etc. for planning / production / logistics and service.
In Sales, 69% of clients could order products online and 67% used online distribution channels
and eCommerce. 53% exploited the international market to gain new clients and distributors.
Hypothesis 6 stating that SMEs did not know how to proceed with the digitization of their
business, therefore, was proven mostly wrong.
About 51% of the companies were in need of additional digitalization requirements to cope
with further critical situations, 22% needed minimal changes and 7% had no demand. In
contrast to these results, 16% were in segmental demand of digitalization measures and 4%
had a high demand.
During the Covid19 crisis, accelerating digital transformation was out of necessity and
therefore promoted, as stated in the company interviews as well.
The possible comments companies could leave on dealing with the Covid19 situation showed
that in some companies, the transition through the state of emergency took place relatively
calmly, in terms of work processes. However, they could not exclude the human factor - the
concern with themselves and their customers, which affected both work and sales. Hypothesis
3 stating that entrepreneurs / managers expected resistance from employees to planned changes
was partly right.
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Some businesses were related to online commerce and they managed to save their enterprises
with a young and tech-savvy team. Everything was done online, which helped reacting quickly
to the crisis. They hoped that digitalization and digital innovation would increasingly enter the
public sector to further facilitate their work and to continue successfully in the conditions of
the new normal.
Some companies lacked trained staff, as well as competent management in digitalization that
instead hindered the implementation of quality solutions. The tendency of these companies to
invest in digitization was low and they sought for cheap solutions.
Hypothesis 6 stating that SMEs did not know how to proceed with the digitization of their business
as well as hypothesis 7 that individual educational needs were not known could be proven right
in these cases.
Another problem was service providers, the connection to the servers often broke down.

Assessment of Educational Needs for Digital Literacy of Entrepreneurs and Their Employees
According to Their Generation
In the understanding of digitalization, the answers of companies varied widely. Some stated
that it meant a set of tools for carrying out a normal and continuous work process by working
remotely or only the simple fact to use a computer or scan a paper document and transform
it into PDF. For some the simple performing of all work processes in a digital environment
(without interruption) and the use of ICT in all possible areas of activity meant
digitalization.
Digitalization allowed remote work and flexible working hours. By the use of technological
systems, process automation for production and services and digital opportunities, a company
could expand and improve its business. Physical contacts could be lessened as well as time and
labor
optimized.
Other companies wrote that digitalization was the transformation of any kind of material form
into a series of signs intended for electronic processing and transmission. That meant that
information was converted from the analogous medium (for some by scan or pre-formatted)
into a set of pixels using a binary code in which the numeric values were represented by two
digits 0 and 1 stored via the internet or locally. Some created digital field notes.
Managers in many companies used new technologies, e.g. business solutions analytics,
mobility tools, social networking, smart devices and to change relationships with customers,
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internal processes, business models, etc.
Enterprises saw processes, environment and media through which they created, exchanged,
received and processed information as digital. They used digitalization to provide the necessary
infrastructure, practices and policies for this.
In times of digitalization, Sales was done through the companies own online store or an
electronic platform. Sales, supply, orders from retailers and part of the production process
could be digitalized. Purchasing and the import of goods was effected through an online digital
platform from abroad by uploading information about the goods offered on social media and
other platforms, etc.
Another company wrote that digitalization was difficult to implement - their production
required work on site.
An entrepreneur suggested transforming tax information into digital.
Only 48% of companies stated that they had a responsible person for digitalization.
81% of entrepreneurs or companies were satisfied with their digital literacy. Only 7% needed
to improve their knowledge in this topic strongly.
Managers quoted that they should have very high information and data competence (93%)
and be skilled digital team work (90%). Business administration and office management was
another important skill for them (90%) as well as digital human resources administration and
evaluation (91%). In digital marketing and communication, they expected the executives to
rate strongly as well as in eLearning (93%). Only in the field of production & IT (60%) and cyber
security, network technique and data protection (71%), managers quoted that lesser skills
were needed.
Hypothesis 10 was correct within this context that learners expected access to knowledge in the
workplace (learning on demand – access to digital learning platforms).
When checking hypothesis 2 stating that entrepreneurs / managers did not consider their own
digital competences to be sufficient, this hypothesis could be disproved as quoted above.
Answering the question whether managers considered their staff / team to have sufficient
digital literacy, they were satisfied with 81% of their staff, 12% were mediocre in their view
and 7% needed training.
Managers found their employees skilled in information and data competence and digital
teamwork (both with 93%), 79% were good in business administration and in office
management, 81% were versed in eLearning and the use of an eLearning management system
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and 76% in digital marketing and communication. Regarding digital HR administration and
evaluation, 59% did their job well. 69% were experts in cyber security and information
technology (network technique, data protection) and 55% in production & IT.
Hypothesis 1 stating that entrepreneurs/managers rated the digital skills of their employees as
insufficient, was therefore, disproved, as employees were mostly good in digital tasks with the
exemption of HR, cyber security, network technique, data protection as well as production & IT.
In case of further digital skills, manager preferred to train existing employees by far (76%)
against recruiting skilled labor in this field. According to these results, hypothesis 4 proved right
with the statement that it was easier to train existing employees than to find new ones.
88% of managers stated that the digital competence of staff was not a question of age but
personality. Older staff, still, lacked competence in digital skills (64%) but were very open for
learning new digital topics (79%). 86% of the entrepreneurs believed they had the potential to
improve the digital knowledge of their staff. Older staff benefited from the digital skills of the
younger generation (digital natives) by 90% and 76% of young staff shared their digital
knowledge with older employees. All generations worked as a team and exchanged their
experience and their digital knowhow (86%).
Older staff did not assess their own competences worse than they actually were and did not have
more inhibitors, in contrast to the statement of hypothesis 5, due to their openness to new digital
skills.
Bulgarian managers determined the demand in education (digitalization) in their companies
mostly themselves (74%). 43% followed the suggestion of employees. Only 7% of HR decided
upon training needs of staff and only 2% implemented trainings via an external expert. For 7%
of the entrepreneurs the demand in education regarding digitalization was not an important
topic, indicating that hypothesis 7 that individual educational needs were not known and
hypothesis 8 that everything was going well – no understanding of the need for further training
both proved valid.
Asked about the main obstacles for vocational training in digital competence in the company,
the managers stated with 62% lacking the respective budget for training. 55% remarked that
there was not enough time for training. 17% mentioned they had no defined strategy /
evaluation of the educational and learning needs, and another 17% were afraid to lose staff to
competition after investing in them with education and training.
Hypothesis 9 stating fear of investing in VET and then losing employees to competition was only
sometimes proven right as elaborated above.
7% had unmentioned causes not to train their staff. Hypothesis 8 stating that everything was
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going well – there was no understanding of the need for further training was only true to a small
percentage.
The most important method of further education for managers in the field of digitalization was
by far eLearning with 57%, closely followed by Blended Learning (50%). Learning on Demand –
Micro-Learning through videos and inhouse training with internal trainers both ranged at 29%.
24% preferred mobile applications for learning. Only 19% of managers implemented inhouse
trainings with external trainers and 17% suggested open trainings in external training centers.
When considering their staff, managers preferred eLearning as well but at a higher precentage
(64%). 33% suggested Blended Learning followed by 29% preferring mobile applications for
their employees. Learning on Demand –Micro-Learning through videos, inhouse training with
internal trainers and inhouse training with external trainers ranged all three at 21%. Managers
did not prefer to send their staff to open trainings in external training centers (14%). 2%
remained undecided.

Statistics
45 managers or entrepreneurs participated in the survey.
The most companies that filled in the questionnaire came from retail trade (29%), followed by
production (17%) and education (14%) as well as wholesale (10%). The rest spread over other
fields of industry.
52% of the companies did not have clients abroad or export their products and services.
The largest number of companies questioned (74%) had up to 9 employees, 14% up to 25
employees, 7% up to 49 employees. Only 5% of the enterprises had 50-250 employees.
Most of the managers implementing the survey were 36-50 years old (60%), 21% were 51-65
years old, 17% 20-35 years and 2% older than 65 years.
Concerning staff, the majority was aged between 36-50 years (62%), 14% were 51-65 years
old, 12% were between 20-35 years and another 12% stated that they had a staff balanced in
age.
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7.8 QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS CZECH REPUBLIC
Corona Crisis & Pandemic
Management agreed by 85% that they could cope with the effects of the Covid19 pandemic
well. 88% had IT tools helping them with daily work. 77% found that their teams were
experienced in remote teamwork and had the suitable social competences for successful
online-meetings and decision-making. Cybersecurity and IT technology ranked a bit lower with
69% of satisfaction.
In Sales, 77% stated that clients could order and shop online, but only 42% used online
distribution channels or eCommerce. 42% as well found that they used international market
places for to gain new clients / distributors.
46% implemented supply chains in form of information-supported systems (e.g. project
management software, 3D-CAD, robots or drones).
Regarding the question how high managers estimated the additional digitalization need in their
company in times of crisis, 4% had a very high demand, 31% needed considerable
improvement in some segments, 35% saw some demand in improvement in some segments,
only 31% of them found that digitalization had already reached a high level in their company.
Hypothesis 8 stating that SMEs do not know how to proceed with the digitization of their business,
therefore, was proven wrong.
When asked about a commentary on dealing with the Covid19 situation, some companies
answered that they could handle the screen relatively smoothly, but they had to cancel some
key events. No one reimbursed them for establishing an international cooperation and the
organizing costs. Financial losses were around 37,000 Euro.
For others, the current situation was not comfortable, but they assumed to be able to cope
with it.
Some enterprises stated that they had other, more serious problems than digitization. In their
opinion, digitization would not solve everything.
An entrepreneur considered their adaptation to the new crisis as good. There were situations
where they could learn IT or online solutions from their partners, but in most cases they solved
pitfalls with insufficient IT knowledge and background for their clients and cooperating
companies. They were ready for other emergencies closely linked to the preparedness of their
surroundings.
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Some companies sensed a great limitation in areas of international face-to-face meetings and
negotiations they felt very important for their work, despite widely used ICT tools that helped
them a lot.

Assessment of Educational Needs for Digital Literacy of Entrepreneurs and Their Employees
According to Their Generation

To the question what the enterprises understood under the term digitalization, some found it
was the interconnection of organizational systems with information systems that provided
electronic management processes in society; or simply communication, processes and
analytics. Automated company-wide data flows and human-critical technology, online
connections both in production and out, digital settings and process solutions in the company
were other definitions.
Some managers mentioned the advantages of digitalization: no need for administration,
everything that could be solved electronically, was solved electronically. Some saw an
increasing efficiency through the use of ICT tools and their interconnection and the
introduction of paperless circulation of documents and control mechanisms, including the
automated calculation of workers’ wages.
For others, digitalization meant the use of distance forms of education.
In 75% of the companies, there was a responsible person for digitalization. 56% of the
managers were satisfied with their digital literacy. 25% of them were indifferent, and 19%
thought they had to improve their skills.
For the entrepreneurs digital teamwork in connection with communication and cooperation
know-how ranged highest with 94% of the digital skills needed. With both 81%, information
and data competence and business administration and office management were the second
most important, followed by cyber security and information technology (73%). Digital HR
management and evaluation, digital marketing and communication as well as eLearning or the
use of an eLearning management system all counted 69%. As the least essential, managers
quoted production & IT (programming, software, etc.).
Hypothesis 10, therefore, was correct stating that learners expected access to knowledge in the
workplace (learning on demand – access to digital learning platforms).
Compared to hypothesis 2 that quoted that entrepreneurs / managers did not consider their own
digital competences to be sufficient, this hypothesis could partly be disproved by the number
mentioned above. Still, there was room for improvement in digital competence.
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Asked whether their staff was digitally skilled sufficiently, only 44% found that to be true. 37%
were indifferent and 19% thought that they needed training to improve skills.
The statement of hypothesis 1 that entrepreneurs / managers rated the digital skills of their
employees as insufficient, was true when analyzing the data above.
Within this context, 87% of the managers stated that their staff needed to be trained in
information and data competence and 81% mentioned that their staff lacked skills in digital
teamwork, communication and cooperation know-how. For 69% of the entrepreneurs,
business administration and office management as well as digital marketing and
communication skills were not sufficient in their teams. All three, digital HR management and
evaluation, production & IT and cybersecurity (network technique, data protection, etc.)
ranked rather low with 56%. The use of eLearning or the implementation of an eLearning
management system came in last with 50%.
Companies preferred to train existing employees by far with 88% to recruiting skilled labor with
the desired competencies. According to these results, hypothesis 4 proved right with the
statement that it was easier to train existing employees than to find new ones.
Regarding generations in digitalization, 100% of the enterprises stated that the digital skills of
their staff were not a question of age but personality. 44% continued that older staff lacked
digital literacy, but 63% mentioned that older staff was open to learning new digital skills. 94%
thought that their company had the potential to improve the digital skills of their staff. Another
81% stated that older employees benefited from the digital literacy of the younger generation
(digital natives) and that younger staff liked to share their digital knowledge with older
employees (81% as well). All generations worked as a team and exchanged their experience
and their digital know-how (88%).
Older staff, therefore, mostly did not assess their own competencies worse than they actually
were and did not have more inhibitions, in contrast to the statement of hypothesis 5, due to their
openness to new digital skills.
Some companies found that 81% of the managers identified the training needs of employees
themselves, 31% quoted that the HR managers / departments chose the trainings of their staff,
37% mentioned that the employees themselves suggested their training needs.
The main obstacles for vocational training in digital competence, in the companies was no
sufficient budget with 50%, followed by not enough time for trainings (44%). 25% quoted that
there was no defined strategy / evaluation of education and learning needs. 6% were afraid to
invest into further education in staff for not to lose them to competition afterwards, meaning
that hypothesis 9 was not entirely proven stating fear of investing in VET and then losing
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employees to competition. Another 6% of present employees had no potential for training in
view of the managers, and 19% remained undecided.
Hypothesis 8 stating that everything was going well – there was no understanding of the need
for further training was only partially true regarding the percentage listed above.
The best method for further education in digitalization for managers themselves was inhouse
trainings with external trainers (63%), followed by Blended Learning (56%) and inhouse
trainings with internal trainers (44%). Some quoted open trainings in external training centers
as the solution (31%), others mentioned eLearning (25%) and Learning on Demand – Micro
Learning through videos (19%). Only 6 % decided that mobile applications were a good
method.
Concerning their staff, managers found that the best method of further education was inhouse
trainings with external trainers as well (69%), followed by Blended Learning and inhouse
trainings with internal trainers - both with 44% - eLearning and open trainings in external
training centers ranking both at 25%. Only mobile applications showed a bit lower percentage
at 19%.

Statistics

26 managers or entrepreneurs participated in the survey.
The majority of their companies were active in manufacturing (56%), 19% were educational
institutes, 13% in healthcare business and 6% each in retail trade and public utility companies.
81% of the companies had clients abroad or exported their products / services.
With regard to the number of employees in the companies, 44% had between 50-250, 19%
each had above 251 or 1-9, enterprises with 10-25 amounted to 13% and the group with 2649 rated at 6%.
From the managers filling in the survey 50% were between 36-50 years and 50% between 5165 years old.
The age of their staff ranged from 75% between 36-50 years, 13% from 20-35 years and 6%
from 51-65 years. 6% of the managers stated that the age distribution of staff was balanced.
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7.9 QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS SPAIN

Corona Crisis & Pandemic

82% of managers were satisfied with the reaction of their company and their teams regarding
digitalization to the Covid19 crisis. Concerning IT technique, the tools available for use during
the crisis were for 75% very helpful. 73% stated that their teams were experienced in
teamwork at a distance and had the necessary social competences to implement successful
online meetings and decide important matters online. For 60%, cyber security and information
technology was sufficient (e.g. network technique, data protection).
In Sales, clients could only order in 45% of the companies, an even lesser percentage (36%)
used international market places to gain new international clients / distributors. Only 26% had
functioning online distribution channels and eCommerce.
38% of the managers implemented information supported systems (e.g. project management
software, 3D-CAD, automatized production, etc.).
Hypothesis 6 stating that SMEs did not know how to proceed with the digitization of their
business, therefore, was partly proven wrong according to the numbers above.
Regarding the additional digitalization demand of companies for dealing with further critical
situations, 43% of the managers needed some improvements in certain segments. For 24%,
the demand was minimal and 5% had no further demand in digitization.
20% found that they needed substantial improvements in some segments and 7% stated that
they needed large changes in the company to help with their digitalization situation.
Companies had the possibility to leave answers to how they were dealing with the Covid19
situation. Most reported very positive results:
Some stated that the crisis had allowed them to incorporate new, more orderly ways of
working that they had not thought of and which they would incorporate into the new day to
day activities, e.g. telework combined with face-to-face, at least until the end of the year and
then to assess whether they would continue to practice it.
A company remarked that they dealt with the crisis perfectly - even with cases of infected
employees, they could avoid delays of orders by customers.
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Other enterprises reacted very quickly with highly adaptable employees, the possibility of
teleworking, computer tools and risk prevention protocols. They already had been aware of
certain processes that required greater digitization – technologization - automation, but it had
been a high investment. One entrepreneur stated that his digitalization company was already
fully digitized before Covid19.
A construction company mentioned that there were tasks that had to be done in person. Office
staff was sent to telework that – in some cases – worked pretty well. In other cases that was
impossible. Additional security measures had to be established during work which were
complicated to fulfill in all their requirements.
In the trade business, the situation was different. The companies missed the physical meetings.
They had to adapt the company structure to the drop in sales, review their investment plan,
reinforce their hygiene and safety measures and promote telework.
Challenges arose for an export company holding contact with customers in African countries
and Latin America with which market places could not be used. Personal relationship came first
with these clients.
Other companies remarked that the response from people to the changes had been very
positive, but an improvement was needed in the ICT skills and changes in work habits to be
more efficient. Some felt a lack of tools to streamline work on eCommerce and management
of shipments during the period in which in-store pickups were not allowed. The accounting
management could have been done remotely, but the company had not been prepared and
did not have the equipment to do so.
An entrepreneur closed the company for the first 15 days. Staff was sent to tele-work in the
commercial department and the administration, he installed two-shift production, to separate
jobs in reduced hours. The company had a lot of conciliations and protection measures
regarding the crisis.

Assessment of Educational Needs for Digital Literacy of Entrepreneurs and Their Employees
According to Their Generation

Companies were also asked about the meaning of digitalization in their company. Some had
all their information digitized that all operations could be done from a distance, no physical
presence was necessary due to jobs allowing telecommuting. Global digital access to data
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became a priority at anytime from anywhere. Paper copies were abolished and printers
automatized to improve the process.
Sales management and communication with customers / suppliers was done online. Some set
their whole business on electronic management. Companies simplified and streamlined
mechanical and repetitive processes.
Some found that digitalization meant data availability online and remote, as well as processing
data to improve decision-making processes - the implementation of automated systems that
replaced people in key processes.
For others, changing to digital signified the use of digital media and technology for working
remotely via e-mails and video conferences or taking advantage of existing technologies
sharing documents and information online throughout the company to improve the efficiency,
effectiveness and competitiveness inside and outside the company.
Some understood the term digitalization as the abandoning of manual processes on paper, and
with physical presence. They mentioned to implement processes like telematics, e-invoicing,
laid their focus on greater process automation as well as on the improvement of online
platforms for customers.
58% of companies stated that they had a responsible person for digitalization in their company.
Managers were predominantly content with their digital literacy (65%), 23% were indifferent,
and 12% found that their skills were very low.
The managers stated the following digital skills as most important: Digital teamwork (95%)
business administration and office management (90%), closely followed by digital marketing
and communication (88%) and information and data competence (83%). Cybersecurity and
information technology (network technique, data protection) with 78% ranged very close to
digital HR and evaluation (75%). eLearning was important for 70%. Production and IT came in
last with 68%.
Hypothesis 10, therefore, was predominantly correct stating that learners expect access to
knowledge in the workplace (learning on demand – access to digital learning platforms).
Compared to hypothesis 2 claiming that entrepreneurs / managers did not consider their own
digital competencies to be sufficient, this hypothesis could partly be disproved by the number
mentioned above. There was room for improvement in digital competence.
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When asked whether their staff had sufficient digital knowledge, only 50% of the managers
were satisfied with the skills of their employees. 40% were indifferent and 10% found that their
staff needed a lot of training.
95% of the managers found that their staff was very skilled in information and data
competence, digital teamwork, business administration and office management. For 88% their
staff was skilled in digital marketing and communication. eLearning or the use of an eLearning
management system was very important for the employees (83%).
Hypothesis 10, therefore, was even more correct with employees stating that learners expect
access to knowledge in the workplace (learning on demand – access to digital learning platforms).
Regarding cyber security and information technology including networking technique and data
protection, 78% had sufficient know-how. For 70%, staff was skilled in production and IT. The
taillight regarding competence was digital HR management and evaluation. Only 63% of the
managers were satisfied with their staff in this field.
The statement of hypothesis 1 that entrepreneurs / managers rate the digital skills of their
employees as insufficient, was partially true in some segments only.
85% of the managers preferred to train existing employees in digital skills than to recruit
qualified employees with the competencies needed. According to these results, hypothesis 5
proved right with the statement that it is easier to train existing employees than to find new ones.
The digital skills of staff were not a question of age but personality. 88% of the entrepreneurs
shared this opinion. 65% found that older staff lacked digital competence, only 58% of them
were open for acquiring new digital skills. 35% were not open for new digital know-how. Almost
all managers stated that their company had the potential to improve the digital skills of their
employees (98%). 88% thought that older staff benefited from the digital literacy of the
younger generation and 73% of the young employees liked to share their digital knowledge
with older colleagues. All generations worked as a team and exchanged their experience and
their digital know-how in the view of 73% of the managers.
More than half of the older staff were open to learning new skills, therefore hypothesis 5 stating
that older staff assessed their own competences worse than they actually were and had more
inhibitions was wrong for the majority of that staff.
Companies determined the demand in vocational training in the field of digitalization mainly
via their manager (83%), only 23% stated that their HR department was bestowed with this
task. 28% of the demand was suggested directly by the employees, 10% appointed an external
expert and for 3% each, they saw either no need for vocational training for their staff or
thought this not to be an important topic.
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For 58% of the companies, the main obstacles for vocational training in digital literacy were
not enough time for training followed by no detailed strategy / evaluation of the educational
and learning needs (45%). For 35% the budget was too small, 13% did not feature their causes
and 3% both stated that they were afraid to invest in staff and to lose them later to competition
or that their staff had no potential.
Hypothesis 9: Fear of investing in VET and then losing employees to competition is proven almost
completely wrong. Concerning hypothesis 7 stating that individual educational needs were not
known and hypothesis 8 that everything was going well, there was no understanding of the need
for further training were also partially true, regarding the numbers mentioned above.
When asked what method of further training in the field of digitalization was the best as a
manager, 55% decided upon Blended Learning, and 33% upon eLearning. 28% thought that
inhouse trainings with external trainers were a solution, while 25% considered that Learning
on Demand – Micro-Learning via videos was a good way to train staff. Some managers
preferred inhouse trainings with inhouse trainers (18%) and 13% each decided upon mobile
apps or open trainings in external training centers.
Regarding staff, the best methods for further training in digitalization were inhouse trainings
with external trainers (53%) and Blended Learning (50%). 35% each found that eLearning and
inhouse trainings with internal trainers was a good possibility, and 23% preferred Learning on
Demand – Micro-Learning via videos. For 10%, mobile applications were a suitable learning
tool for their staff, while for only 5% open trainings in external training centers were an option.
3% remained undecided.

Statistics

55 managers or entrepreneurs participated in the survey.
Companies covered a lot of branches, the most came from manufacturing (21%), 11% each
worked in the information and communication industry, public utility and the chemical and
pharmaceutical business. 8% originated from construction, 5% each from wholesale, education
and training and the finance and insurance industry and finally, 3% each in transport /
warehousing and entertainment and leisure.
53% of the companies had clients abroad or exported products / services.
The enterprises larger than 250 employees amounted to 18%, 26% had 10-25 employees,
followed by 24% both, with 50-250 and 1-9 staff members. The taillight was covered by 8% of
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the companies with 26-49 employees.
50% of the managers that filled in the survey were 51-56 years old, 45% 36-50 years. The
youngest managers between 20-35 years and the oldest managers above 65 years both
amounted to 3% of the whole staff.
68% of the staff of the companies were 36-50 years old, 21% between 20-35. The oldest
entrepreneurs were the smallest group between 51-65 years (11%).

7.10 QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS IN TOTAL

Corona Crisis & Pandemic

The managers were mainly satisfied (81%) with the reaction of their company and their teams
regarding digitalization to the Covid19 crisis. Concerning IT technique, the tools available for
use during the crisis were for 74% very helpful. Their team was experienced in teamwork at a
distance, interacted well and held successful online meetings (73%). For 61%, cyber security
and information technology was sufficient (e.g. network technique, data protection).
Regarding sales, 59% of the clients could order online, 49% used online distribution channels
and eCommerce. 44% were active in international market places to gain new international
clients / distributors. Only 43% implemented information based systems like 3D-CAD, project
management software, automatized production, etc.).
Hypothesis 6 stating that SMEs did not know how to proceed with the digitization of their
business, therefore, was partly proven wrong according to the numbers above.
48% of the managers needed some improvements in certain segments regarding the additional
digitalization demand of their company for dealing with further critical situations. For 22%, the
demand was minimal and 5% had no further demand in digitization.
20% found that they needed substantial improvements in some segments and 5% stated that
they needed large changes in the company to help with their digitalization situation.
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When asked about their opinion on how they were dealing with the Covid19 situation, most
managers reported very positive results:
Most of the companies benefited from the Covid19 crisis regarding digitalization.
During the crisis, accelerating digital transformation was out of necessity and therefore
promoted, as stated in the company interviews as well. In cases of infected employees, they
could avoid delays of orders by customers.
Some stated that dealing with authorities improved. All had to be flexible. They hoped that
digitalization and digital innovation would increasingly enter the public sector to further
facilitate their work and to continue successfully in the conditions of the new normal.
One of the benefits was that online trainings started to boom, some of the companies began
building or worked further on internal online academies.
Some companies found that their information flow within the company could be automatized
to save time. The crisis had allowed them to develop new, more orderly ways of working that
they had not thought of and which they would incorporate into the new day to day business,
e.g. telework combined with face-to-face, at least until the end of the year and then assess
whether they would continue to practice it. With highly adaptable employees, the right
computer tools and risk prevention protocols everything became possible.
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The majority of managers had already been aware of certain processes they might need, that
required greater digitization – technologization - automation, but a high investment. One
entrepreneur stated that his digitalization company had already been fully digitized before
Covid19.
There were situations where companies could learn IT or online solutions from their partners,
but in most cases they solved pitfalls with insufficient IT knowledge and background for their
clients and cooperating companies. They were ready for other emergencies closely linked to
the preparedness of their surroundings.
Some businesses were related to online commerce and they managed to save their enterprises
with a young and tech-savvy team. Everything was done online, which helped dealing quickly
with the crisis. They even thought about installing a chatbot.
The Covid19 crisis had downsides, too.
For some of the enterprises the crisis came out-of-the-blue, their production stopped and they
did not have the necessary infrastructure for changing to home office. Another problem was
service providers, the connection to the servers often broke down.
For others, the transition through the state of emergency took place relatively calmly, in terms
of work processes. However, they could not exclude the human factor - the concern with
themselves and their customers, which affected both work and sales. Here hypothesis 3 stating
that entrepreneurs / managers expected resistance from employees to planned changes was
partly right.
Sales and trade companies had difficulty with dealing online with their clients, the personal
contact was missing and the clients did not have the possibility to meet with sellers online.
They sensed a great limitation in areas of international face-to-face meetings and negotiations
they felt very important for their work, despite widely used ICT tools that helped them a lot.
They had to adapt the company structure to the drop in sales, review their investment plan,
reinforce their hygiene and safety measures and promote telework.
Challenges arose for an export company holding contact with customers in African countries
and Latin America with which market places could not be used. Personal relationship came first
with these clients.
Specific companies had to cancel some key events. No one reimbursed them for establishing
an international cooperation and the organizing costs. Financial losses were around 37,000
Euro.
Other companies remarked that the response from people to the changes had been very
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positive, but an improvement was needed in the ICT skills and changes in work habits to be
more efficient. Some felt a lack of tools to streamline work on e-commerce and management
of shipments during the period in which in-store pickups were not allowed. The accounting
management could have been done remotely, but the company was not prepared and did not
have the equipment to do so.
Some companies lacked trained staff, as well as competent management in digitalization that
instead hindered the implementation of quality solutions. The tendency of these companies to
invest in digitization was low and they sought for cheap solutions.
Hypothesis 8 stating that SMEs did not know how to proceed with the digitization of their business
as well as hypothesis 9 that individual educational needs were not known could be proven right
in these cases.
A construction company mentioned that there were tasks that had to be done in person. Office
staff was sent to telework that – in some cases – worked pretty well. In other cases that was
impossible. Additional security measures had to be established during work which were
complicated to fulfill in all their requirements.
An entrepreneur closed the company for the first 15 days. Staff was sent to telework in the
commercial department and the administration, he installed two-shift production, to separate
jobs in reduced hours. The company had a lot of conciliations and protection measures
regarding the crisis.
Some enterprises stated that they had other, more serious problems than digitization. In their
opinion, digitization would not solve everything.

Assessment of Educational Needs for Digital Literacy of Entrepreneurs and Their Employees
According to Their Generation

Asked about their understanding of digitalization, the answers of the companies covered a
wide range of areas, from the analysis of business processes for possible improvement and
process automation regarding digital measures to the creation of digital distribution channels.
Some of the companies were eager to adapt to the changes needed and saw them as the new
strategy of the future by digitalizing their HR department, their administration, the production
of online tools for clients to improve product benefits.
For others, the simple use of PDF, scanning or even only using a computer, while abandoning
manual processes on paper, was digitalization.
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The installation of new electronic media, IT support / tools and communication channels and
work processes was all part of digitalization. Further examples mentioned were the digital
management of customer and supplier relations, the improvement of online platforms for
customers, new software for IT-systems, chatbots, telematics, e-invoicing by implementing an
electronic workflow, supporting the whole Sales process and a central input screen providing
the most important tools of the company in one window.
For some companies, digitalization was the interconnection of organizational systems with
information systems that provided electronic management processes in society; or simply
communication, processes and analytics. Automated company-wide data flows and humancritical technology, online connections both in production and out, and digital settings and
process solutions in the company were other definitions. The companies created, exchanged
and received processed information through the environment and media. They used
digitalization to provide the necessary infrastructure, practices and policies for this.
Other companies wrote that digitalization was the transformation of any kind of material form
into a series of signs intended for electronic processing and transmission. That meant that
information was converted from the analogous medium (for some by scan or pre-formatted)
into a set of pixels using a binary code in which the numeric values were represented by two
digits 0 and 1 stored via the internet or locally. Some created digital field notes.
Sales was done through the companies own online store or an electronic platform. Sales,
supply, orders from retailers and part of the production process could be digitalized.
Purchasing and the import of goods was effected through an online digital platform from
abroad by uploading information about the goods offered on social media and other platforms,
etc. Some set their whole business on electronic management. Companies simplified and
streamlined mechanical and repetitive processes.
Managers in many companies used new technologies, e.g. business solutions analytics,
mobility tools, social networking, smart devices and to change relationships with customers,
internal processes, business models, etc.
Some companies used the crisis to establish internal online training tools, system landscapes
and platforms for eLearning for virtual exchange. For some, digitalization even meant the use
of distance forms of education.
Digitalization allowed remote work and flexible working hours. The employees used
technological systems like digital media, e-mail and video conferences or took advantage of
existing technologies sharing documents and information online throughout the company.
That way, they could improve the efficiency, effectiveness and competitiveness inside and
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outside the company. Companies could expand and improve their business. Physical contacts
could be lessened as well as time and labor optimized.
Some had all their information digitized that all operations could be done from a distance, no
physical presence was necessary due to jobs allowing telecommuting. Global digital access to
data became a priority at anytime from anywhere. Paper copies were abolished and printers
automatized to improve the process.
Managers mentioned the advantages of digitalization: there was no need for administration,
everything that could be solved electronically, was solved electronically. Some saw an
increasing efficiency through the use of ICT tools and their interconnection and the
introduction of paperless circulation of documents and control mechanisms, including the
automated calculation of workers’ wages. An entrepreneur suggested transforming tax
information into digital.
Generally speaking, companies with a low digitalization level before Covid19 in a branch of
industry that was workable for digitalization, needed support and a business analysis of the
company to digitalize their work processes. Some companies could not implement
digitalization due to the fact that their production required work on site.
Companies with a high digitalization level before Covid19 needed to optimize certain segments
of their business, or were already fitted for crisis situations as well as the new digitalization era
on the market. They were very flexible and could improve their position in their branch of
industry.
58% of enterprises stated that they had a responsible person for digitalization in their
company.
In view of the entrepreneurs, they were mostly satisfied with their digital skills (69%), 21% were
indifferent, and 10% found that their skills were very low.
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The managers found the following digital know-how for themselves as most important: Digital
teamwork (93%) business administration and office management (88%), closely followed by
digital marketing and communication (87%) and information and data competence (86%).
Digital HR and evaluation (80%) showed a high percentage, too. Another important topic was
cybersecurity and information technology (network technique, data protection) with 78%.
eLearning was important for 73%. Production and IT was the taillight with 61%.
Hypothesis 10, therefore, was predominantly correct stating that learners expect access to
knowledge in the workplace (learning on demand – access to digital learning platforms).
Compared to hypothesis 2 claiming that entrepreneurs / managers did not consider their own
digital competencies to be sufficient, this hypothesis could partly be disproved by the number
mentioned above. Still, there was room for improvement in digital competence.
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In the View of Their Managers, Did Employees Have Sufficient Digital Skills?
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62% of the managers found that their staff had sufficient digital knowledge, 28% were
indifferent and 10% found that their staff needed a lot of training.
The essential digital skills for staff – according to the managers – were both 92% in information
and data competence as well as digital teamwork. 85% mentioned business administration and
office management, 81% digital marketing and communication. eLearning or the use of an
eLearning management system was very important for the employees (75%).
Hypothesis 10, therefore, was correct with employees stating that learners expected access to
knowledge in the workplace (learning on demand – access to digital learning platforms).
Regarding cyber security and information technology including networking technique and data
protection, 73% had sufficient know-how. For 62%, digital HR management and evaluation was
important, some stated that only 58% of their staff was skilled in production and IT.
The statement of hypothesis 1 that entrepreneurs / managers rated the digital skills of their
employees as insufficient, was partially true in some segments only.
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Did the Managers Prefer to Train Existing Staff in Digital Literacy or Recruit Skilled Labor?
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The majority of the managers, 83%, preferred to train existing employees in digital skills than
to recruit qualified employees with the competencies needed. According to these results,
hypothesis 4 proved right with the statement that it was easier to train existing employees than
to find new ones.
The digital skills of staff were not a question of age but personality, according to 88% of the
entrepreneurs. 53% found that older staff lacked digital competence, but 67% of them were
open for acquiring new digital skills. 30% were not open for new digital literacy. Most of the
managers stated that their company had the potential to improve the digital skills of their
employees (89%). 86% thought that older staff benefited from the digital literacy of the
younger generation and 72% of the young employees liked to share their digital knowledge
with older colleagues. All generations worked as a team and exchanged their experience and
their digital know-how in the view of a very high percentage of the managers (80%).
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More than half of the older staff were open to learning new skills, therefore hypothesis 5 stating
that older staff did assess their own competences worse than they actually were and had more
inhibitions was wrong for the majority of that staff.
Companies decided upon the demand in vocational training in the field of digitalization mainly
via their manager (74%). 38% of demand came directly from staff suggestions, only 25% stated
that their HR department was bestowed with this task. 7% appointed an external expert. For
6%, vocational training was not an important topic, and 2% saw no need for vocational training
for their staff at all.
54% of the companies quoted that there was not enough time for training their staff followed
by no sufficient budget (48%) and no detailed strategy / evaluation of the educational and
learning needs (34%). 10% did not feature their causes and another 10% mentioned that they
were afraid to invest in staff and to lose them later to competition. Only 4% thought that their
employees had no potential for training.
Hypothesis 9: Fear of investing in VET and then losing employees to competition was proven
almost completely wrong. Concerning hypothesis 7 stating that individual education needs were
not known and hypothesis 8 quoting that everything was going well, there was no understanding
of the need for further training were also partially true, regarding the numbers mentioned above.
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Best Methods of Further Training in the Field of Digitalization for Managers
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Concerning the question, what the managers found best for them regarding further training in
the field of digitalization, 57% decided upon Blended Learning, and 43% upon eLearning. 33%
thought that inhouse trainings with external trainers were a solution, while 30% considered
that Learning on Demand – Micro-Learning via videos was a good way to train staff. Some
managers mentioned inhouse trainings with inhouse trainers (27%) and 22% decided upon
open trainings in external training centers. Only 20% thought that mobile apps were the right
training method for them. 4% remained undecided.
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Best Methods of Further Training in the Field of Digitalization for Staff of Managers
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When it came to their staff, the best methods for further training in digitalization were Blended
Learning (48%) followed closely by inhouse trainings with external trainers (47%). 46% thought
that eLearning was a good possibility, while 34% mentioned inhouse trainings with internal
trainers as the right strategy. 28% of the managers preferred Learning on Demand – MicroLearning via videos. For 23%, mobile applications were a suitable learning tool for their staff,
while for 17% open trainings in external training centers were an option. 3% remained
undecided.

Statistics

151 managers or entrepreneurs participated in the survey. The survey was done in
replacement of the Focus Groups that had to be cancelled due to Covid19 lockdown and are,
therefore, not part of a statistical sample.
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Companies covered a lot of branches, the most came from manufacturing (23%), 18% from
retail trade and 14% from education and training. 6% of the enterprises each were active in
information and communication industry, public utility, wholesale and construction. The
chemical and pharmaceutical and real estate business both ranked at 5%. 4% of the companies
came from the entertainment and leisure industry, while 3% originated from the finance and
insurance industry. 2% each shared the rank in the education and training and transport /
warehousing business.
59% of the companies had clients abroad or exported products / services.
The small companies with 1-9 employees made the majority of participating businesses with
40%. 19% each had 10-25 and 50-250 staff members. 14% of the enterprises were larger than
250 employees and the taillight was covered by 9% of the companies with 26-49 employees.
50% of the managers that filled in the survey were 36-50 years old, 39% 51-65 years. The
youngest managers between 20-35 years amounted up to 8% and 2% belonged to the oldest
group above 65 years.
70% of the staff of the companies were 36-50 years old, 14% between 20-35. The oldest
entrepreneurs were the smallest group between 51-65 years (10%). 7% thought that the age
distribution of staff was balanced.
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7.11 COMPANY INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

The interview questions were the following:
1. What are the lessons learnt during Covid19 crisis in terms of remote work and
digitalization? Are there changes in the organizational culture of your company as a
consequence?
2. What digitalization measures did you take during Covid19 lockdown that you consider
interesting to keep at your company?
3. What is your experience concerning collaborative work and teamwork and soft skills
in this period? Have the different generations in your teams influenced the
adaptation to changes?
4. How do you feel about the experience of virtual leadership, and managing virtual
teams?
5. How will you manage the national and international sales in the Covid19 context
without face-to-face meetings (e.g. empathy, soft skills)?
6. What digital competences should the international sales/export team have in addition
(e.g. online-meetings, digital research, market and prospective client analysis online)?
7. What digital commercial skills are needed in times of Covid19 and beyond?
8. How confident do you feel about Digital Marketing and online commerce?
9. From your point of view what is digitalization? Is digitalization one of your priorities?
What are your plans for digitalization in the near future?
10. Additional remarks of the company?
11. What do you expect from your Chamber?

7.12 COMPANY INTERVIEW RESULTS AUSTRIA
6 companies were interviewed.
The Covid19 crisis led to many changes in companies, one of them the installation of home
office with mobile devices provided, be it partially or completely. No reduction of performance
of staff could be registered. At the contrary, the employees were more efficient in completing
their tasks, only a small degree of staff did not enjoy home office. Personal meetings were
extremely reduced or transformed into online meetings via WebEx, the same applied to
business trips.
Concerning staff trainings, they were done only in form of online webinars (e.g. WebEx) or
postponed to a later time, as online trainings could not replace trainings on location in all cases.
The benefit of online trainings was the reduction of time and flexibility, in shift operations the
tendency went to changing completely to online training due to the fact that not all shift
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workers could leave their shift together for training.
The companies minimalized analogous processing steps, digitalization conquered the
workplaces. New software was installed or developed. Standard office features were extended.
Concerning changes in the organization culture of the enterprises, some of them stated an
already very high digitalization level in international business, where online meetings were
common before the crisis. Some mentioned technical changes for managers and staff. In
production the organization culture remained the same.
A lot of companies benefited from the digitalization measures they took during the lockdown of
Covid19 and would keep the new processes in the future. Some changed to a paperless office
and use workflow tools, new office and collaboration tools like Microsoft Teams, Stream,
OneDrive, Sharepoint, etc.
Existing programs and processes were adapted to automatization if possible. Some companies
improved their web shop. All eTechniques would remain installed in the future.
The companies started telephone conferences with colleagues of other subsidiaries and with
clients as a good cost and time saving instrument. This form of communication with clients
would be kept in the future as well.
Enterprises continued to faster develop existing Learning Management Systems and to
produce webinars and learning videos.
In some companies, the teams knew each other before Covid19, therefore collaboration went
very well during the home office phase. Communication increased in form of mailings, infoevents, team meetings as well as online coffee chat. Still, all missed meetings in person, and
sometimes, misunderstandings happened online.
The integration of new employees was, nevertheless, difficult, specialist staff that was
dislocated had to be integrated into the main team. That would not change in the future. Some
teams had to find together to cooperate well. This confirmed hypothesis 3 that entrepreneurs /
managers expected resistance from employees to planned changes.
All generations adapted to the changes in the company well independent of their age or sex, as
long as divers level IT support existed. Digitalization was accepted by all, some older staff were
even more flexible than younger staff. This fact was in opposition with hypothesis 7 stating that
older people assessed their own competences worse than they actually were and had more
inhibitions.
It seemed that teams were forged together more tightly and developed a higher awareness of
others and their problems. Soft skills turned out as very important, when employees were
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faced with extremes and fears. Some negative emotions were noticed but all in all, the change
went well. This partly confirms hypothesis 3 as well that entrepreneurs / managers expected
resistance from employees to planned changes.
Some managers were trained to virtual leaders online. Although, virtual leadership functions
almost the same way as analogous leadership, it entailed much more action from their side
due to missing physical contact. Much more communication to lead teams and members was
necessary, still, it worked well with target agreements when based on good IT support.
Trainings for technical necessities had to be ensured. In some companies, travel costs could be
saved due to large distances between subsidiaries. Dealing with difficulties and problems
required a lot of experience and developed staff. Virtual leadership was a future scenario that
would develop further during the next years.
When asked about missing personal meetings in Sales during Covid19, companies stated that
with material handling as an example, online Sales was difficult. The personal relation was
missing, the transfer of empathy or well used soft skills was difficult. Partly, virtual meetings
failed due to technical equipment and technical affinity of the clients. The conversations were
more to the point, the important small talk became shorter and less efficient. Especially when
meeting a client for the first time, online meetings were not considered the right way of
contact. Since the lowering of measures, selling had become easier again.
Still, it was very important that the salesperson was “present” for the client in the Covid19
phase via Skype or other online instruments. Client relations had to be cultivated, even if only
online. In the future, online meetings will increase, but physical meetings will remain
necessary.
In consulting-extensive branches of industry, the expansion of an online shop was only partly
helpful. In other branches, a new web shop, communication by mail, telephone and video
conferences (e.g. via WebEx) brought success.
The training of salespeople was effected via WebEx training and presentations as well as
eModeration.
It was important that the Sales department was well skilled in technical necessities for an
efficient sales conversation online and well prepared, e.g. by knowledge how to use the tools
and software, present oneself virtually or do a great presentation. Soft skills were required how
to invite a client into a virtual meeting successfully, how to keep the suspense and to avoid that
the client worked during the meeting. There were differences in virtual and analogous sales
conversations, closure technique in virtual meetings, etc. Some rules of conduct applied like
speaking more clearly, in the right volume, to address to the client and adjust the screen.
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Furthermore, sales people needed to know how to do digital research, analyze markets and
potential clients online.
In times of Covid19, commercial skills like workflow- and process oriented thinking, book
keeping, digital skills of all kind as well as the professional use of standard Office programs
were a prerequisite. For some, the focus should be directed at the total costs of lifecycle, for
others, cashless payments and the creation of web shops was in the foreground.
Some companies were still unaware of the need of capabilities in crisis times. Others pointed
at the importance of being able to decide between truth and untruth in research, to select
fundamental scientific information and use facts that were correct as well as items that
contained the right components or information.
Enterprises were partly very skilled in Digital Marketing and saw it as important, partly not at all
- in contrast to Social Media. Some companies had platforms for online trade but needed
resources to fill the channels, others were only selling goods or services. It was vital to offer
several possibilities of payment, or to be able to verify a reference person. Safety in the net
was a priority as well as not to ask for data that were consumer protected due to data
protection.
Digitalization was one of the highest targets in most of the companies. Processes should - as
much as possible - be automatized and digitalized. Unnecessary intermediate steps should be
avoided to generate capacity for quality regarding clients. Some companies increased the
integration of digital processes into business operations, others created a separate division for
digitalization and added online meeting tools to their systems, e.g. Skype, Zoom, etc.
Digitalization had therefore become a priority in communication and training, as face-to-face
meetings were impossible at that time in international business, especially regarding cost and
sustainability, etc. Future plans were depending on management and technical possibilities.
Staff had to be made digitalization-affine in advance. Hypothesis 1 stating that entrepreneurs
rated the digital skills of their employees as insufficient, was partly true.
As an additional remark: Faced with Covid19, companies saw that simple things could be done
easily if they had to. The culture of “trial” would be extended and the focus would be directed
on agility and employee integration. Beside this positive output, keeping up an efficient
communication in the future was and would be a challenge.
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When asked what to expect from their Economic Chamber, companies stated that
they wanted general support
they needed plans how to make their staff more efficient for digitalization
they wanted support with the development of concepts
they desired an offer of platforms like the WIFI platform
they solicited a working-up of the Corona situation with lessons learned, tips, etc.
Some had no expectations.

7.13 COMPANY INTERVIEW RESULTS BULGARIA
5 companies were interviewed.
During the Covid19 crisis, some companies started to use their on-line communication tool
integrated in their project’s website or via social media, etc. The acceleration of digital
transformation was seen as a necessity. Others mentioned that their employees were trained
for work with specialized software and had the necessary digital skills.
Other enterprises stated that their company was digitalized already with computers connected
in a network. They used an electronic signature and were registered in the national institutions
to submit the data information online (such as National Revenue Agency, National Social
Security Institute, Registry Agency, etc).
Companies sent their financial and social security documents to national institutions
electronically, certified by eSignature.
Challenges occurred in international companies with offices and manufacturing facilities all
around the world. The basic digitalization was not sufficient in the crisis and had to be further
developed.
The use of eBanking increased repeatedly. Nevertheless, there was a challenge: The company's
customers (traders, hoteliers, restaurateurs, transport companies, farmers, etc.) who had
difficulty working online, incl. the eBanking.
A company remarked that in connection with the measures of the National Operational
Headquarters and the Government of the Republic of Bulgaria, in accordance with the
recommendations of the Sofia Regional Health Inspectorate, as instructed by NAVET in March
and April 2020, examinations were not conducted for acquiring professional qualification in
VET.
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Regarding organizational culture changes, on-the-spot visits were reduced to a minimal level. A
vocational center emphasized on virtual trainings and the Moodle platform. For the students,
they provided different digital instruments to assist them to increase their digital knowledge
(e.g. enhancement of learning modules in the Moodle platform, focusing primarily on theory
and digital content, rather than on-the-spot practice, as well as additional virtual
manuals and video consultation sections for those who would be admitted to the course).
In other educational institutions, social media were used more often and the website was used
to instruct students upon their tasks. They worked on a general proposal, together with the
Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCCI), related to the inclusion of a new
specialty “Organizer of online export activities through social media”, professional field with
code 482 “Applied Informatics”, profession with code 482040 “Organizer of Internet
applications”, third degree of professional qualification, level 4 of the European Qualification
Framework. The proposed new qualification for new professions was approved by the
Managing Board of the National agency for vocational education and training in Bulgaria as
important digital measures for the Bulgarian economy.
In the Sales business, all staff of administration and sales had the option to work remotely and
most of them received laptops to do conference calls either with video or only audio as a means
of communication.
The schedule of work with clients and the consultations were mostly conducted by phone and
e-mail with other companies, but meetings with clients related to monthly accounting and
receiving the financial documents could not be avoided and were carried out once a month
with mandatory personal protective equipment.
Regarding the measures taken during the Covid19 lockdown, some of them were meant to be
kept by the companies, e.g. the installation of a person who was mainly involved in digital
marketing issues (planning digital marketing campaigns, dealing with social media presence,
identifying other trends and insights, etc.).
For some enterprises, remote work has become standard for the future starting with the
lockdown. All health measures were observed. Video communications were embraced in
online-based companies who use Zoom and Go to Meeting for maintaining contacts with their
customers. Companies provided laptops to key employees and increased the number of
employees who received a laptop. Others were even completely digitalized, received the
necessary software and antivirus protection for remote work.
Companies communicated with their clients mostly through on-line tools such as the on-line
chat tool of the website, facebook, viber, skype, etc. Clients were advised what to do in advance
before visiting the shop.
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Collaborative work, teamwork and soft skills all worked well during lockdown. Relationships
between colleagues and clients were loyal. They understood the situation and coped well with
the tasks in a digital environment.
In the educational business, the experts assisted the students by helping them to go through
the on-line content of the Moodle platform, different courses, manuals, etc.
Different generations in the teams influenced the adaptation to changes. The younger
colleagues who grew up with the internet, mastered the products for digital work and
communication much faster, while the older colleagues needed help, despite their professional
experience, and received it from the young colleagues.
For example: one of the associates in the company was 72 years old. For a relatively short
period of time she was trained by the youngest colleague for scanning documents, work and
transformation into various file formats (e.g. some of the state institutions, such as SF
"Agriculture", work only with a certain type of file formats in the processing of documents
related to European funding programs in agriculture), archiving accounting documents.
Some teams of enterprises mainly consisted of young people! In these cases the adaptation to
changes was an easy task.
Regarding virtual leadership and managing virtual teams, it was nearly the same as managing
traditional time, the only difference was the digital skills the leader must have. This was an easy
task due to a lot of experience in that field. Good communication had to be maintained and
some points had to be emphasized: the use of social media, permanent communication, an
innovative way of inviting staff on-line.
Some companies had owners from Germany and Switzerland. Work was imposed to them by
the owners.
Virtual leadership and teamwork would become more and more relevant, but the Bulgarian
society was not yet fully ready to accept it. When working with virtual teams, detailed business
planning and strict control of all workers were not possible. The employees had to have the
freedom to work and to know how to do their job.
Modern digital technologies allowed for more efficient business activities without direct
contact between colleagues.
The following seven principles applied to the virtual leadership and management:
- Trust is not blind.
- Trust requires boundaries.
- Trust requires learning.
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- Trust requires determination.
- Trust requires unity.
- Trust requires contact.
- Trust requires shared leadership.
For some employees, it was difficult to accept working entirely in a virtual environment, even
though the company was fully digitalized. They preferred face-to-face meetings and personal
contact with staff and clients, mostly due to the fact that the company was very small (5
employees) and its clients were not ready for virtual cooperation.
Companies handled national and international Sales without the possibility of face-to-face
meetings (e.g. empathy, soft skills) in times of Covid19 depending on their business situation.
In international Sales online communication, payments, contracts, etc. remained the same
prior to the shipment of goods, be it via a web shop or multilingual Internet platform. In case
of difficulties, direct verbal contact with a person providing the necessary assistance was
offered. All documentation necessary for the export activity was available online. There was
not even a paper option.
For national shipments, companies advised clients to clarify everything beforehand, to reduce
the possibility of physical contact to a minimum, and after that to proceed with the physical
battery replacement.
Other companies offering an all-in-one online marketing and business consulting service,
specialized in Internet marketing and advertising, as well as managing online stores and online
shops. Team innovation was their backbone and they were proud to implement new strategies
on a daily basis. From 2016 on, they had been present with virtual offices based on three
continents. They had more than 15 years of experience in e-commerce business, starting with
their first seller account in 2003.
When talking about safety equipment, enterprises received the necessary mask and material
to guarantee the health and safety of their customers.
During the corona crisis, eCommerce sales as well as a take away food increased significantly.
Covid19 imposed new rules for working with customers and with the production group. Some
companies developed a digital program starting in September 2020.
In times of Covid19, the administrative and sales departments would work remotely: they
would record their suggestions, information about problems and the results of contacts with
customers in the system - except for the workers directly occupied in production.
Regarding additional digital competences in Sales / Export, smaller companies assessed that
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their team had the skills needed. Some companies were trying to improve the quality of the
advertisement services on Facebook.
The international Sales / Export team should have better knowledge on social media, the
creation and management of content, online research, online and digital marketing (marketing
channels), e-mail-marketing, product promotion, eCommunication, social networking, tracking
trends in eCommerce, cooperation through digital channels, sharing information and content
as well as electronic sales.
IT skills like common business software & sales enablement solutions, computer technology in
general, the interaction with different technologies, viewing, searching, selecting, filtering and
analysis of information were also very important, beside effective processing of information,
data and information protection, data archiving and cybersecurity, knowledge of platforms for
video exchange to organize virtual meetings and working with an electronic signature.
Beside digital skills, commercial skills were a must, e.g. a good knowledge of legislation, incl.
VAT and good relations with institutions were necessary. Furthermore, good communication
skills, decent knowledge of online branding, digital marketing and design customized individual
coaching, critical thinking / problem solving, project management, product management, sales
skills, working with the accounting program, data visualization and data analytics and ethics
skills.
Every manager had to improve commercial awareness. Employees applying digital skills were
more productive in the workplace. Almost any office activity could be done more effectively
using digital tools or working remotely, from anywhere. That made the workplace to a more
creative place for employees.
Concerning confidence of companies in Digital Marketing and Online Commerce, some have
experience in both fields. In Digital Marketing as a subset of marketing, they promoted brands
or products using one or more electronic technologies to influence target consumers in taking
action. The connection to Social Media Marketing was not very far, e.g. posting regularly on
Facebook or Instagram.
Digital Marketing professionals had to include paid social media as part of their strategy since
social networks were making it harder to reach their audience without paying. In order for
specialists to stay on top of the social media dimension, they had to use different online tools
for optimization purposes.
Online commerce was different. It meant participation in online marketplaces that processed
online B2B, B2C or C2C sales. An entrepreneur stated he was a co-founder of the company and
had over 15 years of experience in eCommerce, he registered the first online account in 2003.
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The company’s management team had over 10 years of experience in managing commercial
and manufacturing companies, some of which were one of the top 50 taxpayers in Bulgaria.
Due to Covid19, companies felt generally more and more confident in the digital environment
and found that the use of Digital Marketing and Online Commerce was mandatory for the
success of a business.
Asked about the meaning of digitalization, the enterprises stated that it was the use of digital
technologies and data (digitized and natively digital) in order to create (digital) revenue
(streams), improve business, replace / transform business processes (not simply digitizing
them) and create an environment for digital business, whereby digital information was at the
core. Digitalization transformed how customers and companies engaged and interacted.
Digitalization was considered not only a process of digitization of traditional information flows,
but also an environment combining different digital resources, services and professionals with
the necessary knowledge and skills at the level of technology of this environment related to
creation, storage, access, use, dissemination, security and protection of information.
It was the transformation from analogue into electronic form, which allowed information to
be processed and stored on a computer, as well as to be transmitted via Internet.
Digitalization was a priority for companies. It provided access to information on the Internet to
many users without restrictions in time and space. Companies established a special team
dealing with digitalization.
Due to the nature of business (e.g. accounting and consulting services), some companies were
already fully digitalized. Here, the plans went to more digital security.
Concerning the digitalization plans for the future, some companies were planning to initiate
some digital outreaches related to the company.
Working with state institutions (NRA, NSSI) electronically would shorten the time of processing
and verification of the submitted information (e.g. VAT).
A manager quoted as a general remark that the different level of digital skills among clients
could be a challenge, as some of them had almost no skills. Digitalization could lead to staff
reductions as well. In smaller towns, this would be a serious problem.
Recently, business was in need of young, professionally trained staff. This was a problem for all
branches of the economy.
The Ministry of Education and Science had been closely monitoring this problem, gathering
information on the shortage of staff that businesses needed and directed young people to
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qualify in certain professions, but the companies still did not see a visible, positive result until
today.
Funds should be allocated through various programs for staff development, aimed primarily at
small and micro companies.
Companies thought that digitization would facilitate employees to manage their working time
on their own, making it more flexible. Digitalization would also give the freedom to employees
to determine when they were more workable and thus, their work would be more efficient
where possible.
Some companies stated, that the rapid migration to digital technologies driven by the
pandemic would continue into recovery.
When asked what to expect from their Economic Chamber, some companies had no
expectations, stating that the Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry / CCI Dobrich was
always very responsive when they needed some assistance and the cooperation was very good.
Some had co-organized an online training related to the successful Sales in the company. They
were planning to co-work in other fields in the future and to continue the good cooperation.
Other companies suggested for the chamber to organize a seminar or information day on
digitalization of enterprises to improve digital skills, cybersecurity and entrepreneurship,
helping them to learn the latest news in business development.

7.14 COMPANY INTERVIEW RESULTS CZECH REPUBLIC
5 companies were interviewed.
The Covid19 crisis had a strong impact on the Czech companies. Their lessons learned in terms
of remote work and digitalization were for some none, as they already were digital to an extent
sufficient to withstand the crisis without fail. Some used remote work before, therefore, all
processes needed had been set and tested.
Other companies mentioned that they learned to communicate better and more effectively
online. They realized that they were able to produce the very same amount of office work via
remote access as in the office.
Some managers of an educational provider stated that they had not been ready for a crisis
similar to Covid19. They had to find a way how to cope with it at the beginning. Then they
started to subsequently introduce remote classes to their clients while keeping the quality they
set in face to face classes.
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An IT company mentioned that they had already been more than used to remote work and
were in touch with the latest digital solutions.
There had been a couple of changes within organizational culture of some companies
considering the complete lockdown of offices worldwide and the assignment of people on
remote access.
However, speaking of the manufacturing part of a company, there had been no option of
introducing any remote work or more digitalization than already had been introduced.
For a manager, there was always a part of business that required human work force.
Another entrepreneur stated that there had been no major changes in the organizational
culture. As soon as it would be possible, they would step back to face to face classes.
For international or IT companies, there were no changes within the organizational culture of
their companies.
Some companies closed down completely during Covid19 lockdown.
Others stated that they had started to increase the use of digital tools in terms of interpersonal
communication and work / data sharing, which they would continue using.
A manager mentioned that they had adopted a couple of online solutions on how to run a class
online and got in touch with a client online instead of face to face class. They would keep these
methods for emergency cases.
Some used Microsoft OneDrive to keep and share their files as well as Google Drive, which they
planned to keep using in the future.
International or IT companies found that nothing had been different to the usual run of their
company.
With regard to the nature of the work, it had rather been an individual activity for a company.
A manager stated that their experience concerning collaborative work and teamwork had
surprisingly been very positive as they were able to produce the very same amount of work as
well as keep the human touch within the online sessions with their colleagues. They also shared
“personal moments” online e.g. a coffee online.
Some had met their quality standards and kept communication on. Still, they had the issue of
not being able to include “the human side” within online classes.
For others, Covid19 had not changed much for the running of their company. Their experience
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concerning the crisis was positive and “normal”.
In the view of a company, within all generations, there had been people who had adapted
without problems and people who had been coping worse.
For some, there were no major troubles with adaptation through generations, while others
had no big generation gaps among their staff and remained unaffected.
Concerning virtual leadership and managing virtual teams, a manager quoted that they did not
work with virtual teams in their company.
Another manager was very confident, as they had already had an experience with remote work
before the Covid19 outbreak thanks to the international character of their company.
Other managers felt strange, but were able to manage leading their staff remotely during the
crisis.
For some, the process of virtual leadership and management of virtual teams had been a little
bit more difficult compared to face to face interactions in an office although it had been
manageable.
The management of national and international sales in the Covid19 context without face-to-face
meetings regarding empathy and soft skills was difficult for some. Others mentioned that there
had been no changes for them to how they had managed work until that time. It was business
as usual.
Asked about what digital competences their international sales/export team should have in
addition, e.g. online meetings, digital research, market and prospective client analyses online,
etc., some answered they had needed all mentioned. They had to better and more effectively
communicate online, to produce the very same amount of the office work via remote access
as they had when they had been in the office by assigning people on remote access. What
increased, was the use of digital tools in terms of interpersonal communication and work/data
sharing, which companies planned to continue using.
Another company stated that strong cybersecurity was necessary to keep the company safe.
As mentioned above, there had always remained a part requiring human work force.
Regarding digital commercial skills needed in times of Covid19 and beyond, a manager found
that nothing had to be changed to the situation before the Covid19.
For others, a stronger e-Advertisement, the support of online meetings with clients and laying
stress on online customer service in favor of personnel was necessary. Some had to
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increasingly support online classes.
Others felt very confident about Digital Marketing and online commerce; they were already
specialists in these fields. Some had room for improvement.
When the managers were asked about their point of view regarding digitalization, they found
that it was a general word of broad importance. Still, it did not belong among their priorities
except for regular exchange of hardware and software.
Some stated that digitalization in general was a process of implementing new technologies,
using tools enabling simplification of work and so on.
An entrepreneur found that digitalization was a way all should head in the future, another
added in all fields of human interest.
Digitalization, for some companies, was only partially a priority.
The question about the plans for digitalization in the near future found no answer within the
companies questioned.
As an additional remark, only one company mentioned that they were active in health sports
and as such preferred face-to-face interaction with clients and students.
From their Chamber, companies expected a partnership that they had already set up. One
manager asked about more information on support in general, funding etc.

7.15 COMPANY INTERVIEW RESULTS SPAIN
7 companies were interviewed.
Asked about the lessons learned during the Covid19 crisis in terms of remote work and
digitalization, some companies stated that they had been ready to work from home and their
staff had changed to telework taking their office equipment with them. In case of a company
with an international organizational culture, with employees in 10 different countries, work
from a distance was normal. The team worked by objectives, no physical presence was even
necessary.
Others had to learn about the possibility of remote work that could accelerate a lot. Remote
work has made life easier for some employees. Still, an important factor remained direct team
contact, some decided to meet in person one day every week.
For some, part of the staff worked at their headquarters as there were face-to-face issues that
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were unavoidable (prototypes, etc.), while the rest of the staff were active in a virtual
showroom or teleworked.
Concerning international fairs in overseas markets, e.g. the Hong Kong Fair, for the first time
no exhibition had been possible but a virtual showroom that worked very well and helped to
reproduce a real showroom. The investment in the virtual room stood against travel savings.
In the hospitality business, restaurants had problems with digitalization. Some were
collaborating for an app for restaurants. Some staff remained active in business on location,
but their suppliers telecommuted. That caused a lot of delivery mistakes with false amounts of
units, etc. Restaurant owners thought that there were still a lot of “Bar Paco” (traditional small
family owned bars). Due to Covid19, between 15% and 20% of the restaurant companies would
go to waste, in the coastal municipalities and in Barcelona that still depended mostly on
tourism.
The restaurant industry had a drop in sales of 20%. Fewer office staff needed breakfasts or
made coffee breaks. One restaurant owner predicted that only those who owned the premises
and were not paying rent or salaries (as a family business) would survive. Rents and the Social
Security had to be paid even if the companies had workers in partial unemployment and even
when their business was closed to the public. He estimated that that would have a dramatic
impact on the HORECA sector as a whole and would lead to substantial losses for the country’s
economy.
Covid19 also led to changes in the organizational culture of enterprises.
Teleworking was one of them; it avoided traffic jams for otherwise long-time commuting staff
and became an element of motivation to keep telecommuting for 1 or 2 days a week.
Some incorporated another tool normally used by people playing online games allowing
employees to talk while working, spontaneous interaction and communication simulating of
being in the office.
For some, the depopulated offices made them consider to rent less of them in the future. They
considered formalizing remote work with a Remote Work Policy, as their teams were already
used to working from home or wherever they were at all times with their company laptop.
They had access to any data and documentation they might need that allowed them to do any
paperwork and management.
In the international business, some customers preferred not to travel, others wanted to be
physically present at e.g. a Fair, as it allowed much more interaction with the customer.
Some even said: "We can compare it with coffee. Real is coffee and virtual decaffeinated
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coffee." In the future, they stated that they would see whether they would have to combine
the virtual showroom with the physical one.
Other managers of the restaurant business stated, that the whole stock control would work
with apps. Currently they already had the menu linked with a QR Code, and clients could order
automatically encoding the table number. There were even bars where guests could place their
order and paid it via mobile phone. Still, digitization involved personal and error savings.
Gas stations did not close as they had everything automated with no staff but the cleaning and
maintenance staff.
For some, only a few things changed like office-level online meetings new to them, but they
wanted to return to the physical office.
Others had to buy laptops for teleworking, they previously used desktop PCs for some of their
staff.
In another sector, the company had not been able to telework, 90% of the workforce had to
be physically working in their premises.
The Covid19 lockdown required taking several digitalization measures that some companies
were interested in keeping:
The implementation of telework as a percentage of time was one of the most mentioned
changes, as it was good for families and avoided travel time that could be spent otherwise.
Some even wanted to establish 60% telework with their team.
Through telework, communication and exchange of experience the remote teams of distant
gas stations learned to know each other.
Some established a WhatsApp group to communicate with all gas stations instead of phoning
their colleagues one by one. Others installed weekly meetings in form of videoconferences or
communicated via Zoom and Meet online.
A company developed an “Outside Workplace” remote work Policy for 2 days per week and
considered the possibility of generating a hotdesk by the departments of services and
administration (jobs without a specific assigned place).
Another mentioned that they did not meet in person with some close customers. They
switched their partial virtual presentations and demos already established for geographically
distant clients to a means of communication with all clients. The benefits were an increased
productivity by not wasting time on journeys and trips, especially for business and commercial
visits. Some sent samples and prototypes by courier. Others turned to send samples to 5
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different locations and planned the meeting, for both sales and project development.
Still, personal relationships were very important for teambuilding and companies preferred to
keep it - at least as a combined version with telework. For some companies, internal
management met physically and did not change days to telework at all. For some, face-to-face
visits lasting 10 minutes were enough.
The future of showrooms depended and would depend on the decision of customers. Keeping
them virtual turned out as more expensive as the virtuality had to be paired with physical
presence. Still, the higher expenditures could be compensated with time, travel and
accommodation costs. The development could turn out similar to digital brochures and paper
brochures, which still coexist today, because there are people who still want paper ones. It was
and would be a matter of time and new generations to come.
Online sales had accelerated. They had doubled from week to week while physical sales
decreased. Many clients new to online shopping due to Covid19 planned to stay in the future.
QR codes would definitely become part of mobile payments.
Asked about their experience concerning collaborative work, teamwork and soft skills during
Covid19, managers mentioned that believing in success was important, as well as motivating
the team. The most motivating factor was family balance.
Online meetings with suppliers to save time went equally well for both young and older staff.
Some stated that very young staff confronted with 4 or 5 seniors worked together very well
and helped each other. Companies with only young employees collaborated effectively and
friendly, too.
All in all, the experience of the managers was very positive when dealing with teams combined,
they treated them equally.
The different generations in the companies’ teams mostly did not influence the adaptation to
the changes. Only in some cases, younger employees adapted better to the new digital tools.
All generations from 50 to very young were eager to learn, especially in the digital industry.
Young people taught seniors and were very motivated. Some just changed from the office desk
to home office and worked on.
For companies with thousands of employees connected online, the data processing in the
system was slower, but efficient work was still possible.
When asked about their feelings regarding the experience of virtual leadership and managing
virtual teams, some managers felt very comfortable. Virtual management was very engaging
but also very easy, still, they found that the human touch needed to be kept.
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The enforcement of not to use paper led to improvements, e.g. to filing correctly and to better
registration systems while keeping records on everything. Tasks had to be delegated and
everything was recorded and turned searchable in the cloud. In one case, the sector was
expanding.
A manager stated that as a Chairman he had been in contact with the Board of Directors and
the Chief Executive Officer virtually and had no problems with it. In contrast, an entrepreneur
mentioned that his hardcore higher management collaborated more in person.
International companies already had teams used to working at a distance virtually, e.g. the
Director of Sales was in Dubai, the Director of Development was in Singapore. They already
had a global culture.
A manager with a style of walking to see and talk explained that the impossibility of personal
leadership was difficult to handle. He had to create teams and communication became more
formal and less spontaneous. It meant a change of management style for him. In his view, more
information was available when talking informally and face to face than virtually.
For most companies, teleworking, again, worked well, even if it came suddenly, by force. In the
future, most employees would be in the office for 3 days and teleworking for 2 days.
For others nothing really changed, they did not have a lot of video conferencing but talked on
the phone.
The gas stations company created a Whatsapp group and improved coordination and
communication in this way.
A manager stated that his team led meetings with clients virtually in a very correct way.
The management of national and international sales in the Covid19 context without face-to-face
meetings, empathy, soft skills was not so easy in all sectors of industry.
Some stated that at the commercial level, they sent a quotation to their potential customer
and did a virtual tour with them. Others had to update their website to have a tool really
promoting their services and strengthened their online contact channel. They could implement
the tool they marketed, and use it internally. Digital marketing was an issue, but not digital
sales. The management of leads was done virtually.
A company had to invest money in their virtual showroom stating that Covid19 had been a
digitalization accelerator. Some customers would stay in the virtual showroom to see the
product. In the future, some things would be kept real and some just virtual. There were things
that would stay forever. In other cases, both virtual and real would coexist, e.g. attending the
Nuremberg Fair for 2 days to meet the world's leading suppliers. In a normal situation without
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Covid19 that would continue.
In case companies already had sales teams in their regions (e.g. from Spain they approached
Europe, from Dubai they addressed the Middle East and India), they were better able to adapt
to travel restrictions. If they did not plan to open new geographies/markets or acquire new
clients in new countries in the course of 2020, travel restrictions did not affect them much.
Some companies held online meetings, internationally as well; even to open new markets.
Sales depended on the situation in the respective country. E.g. comparing Brazil and Argentina:
There was more fear in Brazil to place the Christmas order than in Argentina.
Customers told companies how lucky they were to have outsourced their Management IT Tool
when the Covid19 crisis began, otherwise they would not have made it.
For the service sector, physical contact was essential. In Sales, the sales visit had to be in
person. Higher Management was affected most by the travel restrictions. On the other hand,
concerning a board of directors, no one came to meetings that lasted 3 hours just to miss an
entire day to attend to. In the crisis, everyone participated in virtual meetings.
Companies that were not internationalized could meet physically easier.
Upon the question, what digital competences an international sales/export team should have in
addition (e.g. online meetings, digital research, market and prospective client analysis online),
the answers differed.
For some, Sales worked with Word, Excel, Email and basic virtual meeting skills, etc. For others,
CRM user knowhow and top webinar and video conferencing skills were essential. Others had
to meet different needs of customers and establish new processes or new services. A stable
communication channel with the client via Zoom and Google also had to be generated.
Therefore, no travelling would be necessary anymore.
A manager stated that they needed to have demos that could be done remotely and to be able
to handle search portals and market places as well as digital marketing and online presence.
An entrepreneur mentioned that they had a low level of internationalization but already were
used to working remotely, including business tasks. When their clients had set foot abroad,
they implemented it a project abroad and made it work. For them that did not involve more
digital skills than they already had. Another manager established working mechanisms with
loyal customers with whom he shared a lot of mutual knowledge.
Stopping travelling had forced a company to find a new way together with the Marketing
Department to communicate with the client, e.g. instead of visiting the customer, they worked
on a different protocol, displayed the product on screen, in coordination with sending of
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samples and video conferencing.
In other companies, staff already had digital skills. They invested in and worked with a virtual
showroom. No specific training was needed. They recreated the physical stand of the Hong
Kong Fair easily.
Some industry sectors like online trade showed a lot of growth due to the implementation of
new tools. 35% of products sold online during the lockdown. That rate would increase to 4045%. Retailers generally had to change fast to eCommerce, e.g. big department stores and
groups of stores.
Companies without or little direct interaction with clients were not affected much by digital
changes.
To the question, what digital commercial skills were needed in times of Covid19 and beyond,
some answers sounded rather simple: the usual business and virtual meeting management,
e.g. proper use of e-mail and video conferencing tools, communication on social media, use of
Linked in and other digital tools.
Others stated that digital marketing know-how was important as well as the preparation of
electronic offers, communication and electronic signatures. With skills to edit and modify in
the web without subcontracting, and by giving much more agility to the contents edition and
updates, the companies’ homepages became more attractive, as websites required more fluid
and agile communication.
An entrepreneur planned to hire new staff who already had these content update skills for
their website. Another stated that the competencies already were there, but he had to work
on establishing new processes and new online communication channels to adapt to the new
needs of customers.
Strong marketing activities grew in importance before meetings with customers. The type of
commercial meetings was not “cold door”, but tracking marketing activities and managing
leads.
The degree of digital marketing and online commerce confidence was different with most
companies. Some only had basic digital marketing know-how and did not need eCommerce in
their sector, only sold B2B or eCommerce was not well received by their distribution network.
Others did marketing campaigns and had a website. They reviewed their leads and followed
them to gain them even more for their products. Another enterprise had 4 eCommerce
channels, one of them was their own. In 2019, it accounted for 20% of the revenue and had
risen since then.
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Some had profiles on social media: Facebook, Instagram but had too little activities in these
media. Others opened a Youtube channel and recorded webinars, a company used Youtube
for product promotion. A manager stated that they created presentations and marketing
studies in digital format for social media. Another mentioned that they had a website and were
very active on Twitter, they had 11,000 followers.
A company quoted that their digital marketing was very good for their size, they could be found
on the internet for their tool by people. Another mentioned that they did not have more room
to grow and were not forced to evolve for growing, so no more marketing was needed to stay
a meeting point for a number of young people.
Some managers were very creative and developed animated series translated in 6 languages
with 2,000 million views or Kitoons (cartoons for kids) in Youtube with 4 million subscribers.
During the Covid19 phase, views had increased a lot. They had seen children leaving TV to
enter Youtube years ago and were present on Instagram and Facebook as well. As the dynamics
of the market showed, children had turned increasingly digital. Therefore, some Youtube
content even ended on TV again. These managers entered the Disney channel and other
children’s channels to spread their products.
Another entrepreneur mentioned that they were preparing a Web academy to improve
content management.
In some restaurant businesses, no e-commerce was possible due to the fact that their kitchen
was sized for the available tables in the restaurant with no more resources to prepare take
away meals or home delivery.
Other restaurants managed to establish food to take away. They stated that they had to start
their home delivery business with their own personnel to make money from it. In case they
had cooperated with a delivery company like Glovo, they would have had no profit. Still, safety
in Covid19 times was a problem.
A restaurant manager remarked that their farthest table was 40 meters away. Ordering food
with a QR code and mobile payment would be a good option to secure payment. They
established an Instagram profile for their audience – young people. Their staff was also young,
and they invited their friends to their restaurant after finishing work.
With Covid19, the interiors of another restaurant owner’s premises were empty, only tables at
terraces worked. There was no need to go fishing for new customers. They had 7 newspaper
subscriptions for them, but their guests did not want to touch paper without gloves that they
did not carry with them. In the past, they liked to read the newspapers while taking a coffee.
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Another question to the companies was: What was digitalization from their point of view?
For some, digitization was about getting all data digitized, paperless, and in the cloud. The data
could be accessed from anywhere, others stated to turn any activity of the company digital.
Technology nowadays was affordable for everyone. Anyone could do digitization processes.
Digitization was the ability to digitally do things and processes that were done in person and
could be automated and done without paper or presence. Being digital was not a cultural issue.
Sometimes small businesses were more reluctant not to see people in their workplace. Cultural
change was required to decentralize, work as a team, and work for objectives rather than
presence.
A manager remarked, that they started their company with 2 people 30 years ago, and 2020
they were already 500, it was the company culture that allowed them to evolve and grow.
Digitization, was a commodity. It was important to establish the processes and then the
systems. To digitize they needed to work on the processes and to have an organizational
culture.
For some gas stations, the conception digitalization was very broad, from efficiency in
management to digital marketing. It was the future. The world had taken them there. They had
everything under control and were more digital than other sectors. In comparison with
bakeries, where it was difficult to sell bread digitally, they had fully automated gas stations.
Analog gas stations would disappear in the future.
In some restaurant businesses, they already had self-service sale and payment by credit card,
contactless with mobile phones and no physical card. They would continue to work on the
digitization of means of payment.
For part of the managers, digitalization was a priority. They were in the process of implementing
a management tool and studying the processes. It meant a change of company culture, e.g.
tracking keys of customers, no more Excel tables.
Some companies planned to grow without having a physical office again. They incorporated
people who were located physically in other countries and collaborated with them remotely.
They wanted international talents and international Human Resources, as not all companies
found talent that wanted to work without an office.
For other managers, the priority was digital marketing as a key for their business, e.g. Youtube.
The Youtube channel had allowed some to open difficult markets like the USA that had a
market 16 times bigger in some sectors of industry than the Spanish market.
On management and efficiency part of the companies had been working for years, they had
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information in real time and had become the most advanced Spanish companies in their sector.
A restaurant owner stated that digitalization was not his priority, but he was collaborating in
the development of a restaurant’s management app. They had self-service sale and payment
by credit card, as well as contactless mobile payment with no physical card.
For another company, digitalization was not new. They had are already worked on digitizing
internal processes and improving management processes. Their commercial part was already
very digital.
When thinking of their plans for digitalization in the near future, a manager stated to develop a
tool where all information was centralized and traceable as a priority in 2020.
For another, the idea to work from home and have a face-to-face meeting from time to time
was very appealing, he saw everything at a distance.
An entrepreneur mentioned that his company was at an advanced stage of digitization with a
centralized information generation system that could be accessed from anywhere and on
demand.
Digitizing delivery notes, inventory management and payment systems were issues a company
was evaluating. For them, digitization was possible up to a certain point. Their question was,
how sandwiches came out of a ham. It depended on whether it was fat or dry. It was not
quantifiable like coke. There were things that were clearly accountable and others that were
difficult to calculate.
Another manager stated that he would continue to work on the digitization of means of
payment.
Concerning the additional remarks in the interview questions, a manager mentioned that they
implemented their digitization strategy with an external provider that they trusted in.
A company had the perception that digitalization affected their customers very differently, but
everything was more urgent in the Covid19 crisis in order to keep a part of the business that
allowed them to continue. Professional offices of clients had their processes digitized.
At the beginning, professional enterprises strived to have clients and worked hard in the
market and with customers. Still, their management faced a lot of problems on the inside.
Digitalization was only a tool. It could not solve the problems companies had internally.
In the view of a university professor who taught to Business and Technology Degree students,
people needed to learn the concepts, not the tools, e.g. what is a CRM? What is an RP? What's
on the market?
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A manager stated that digitalization improved productivity in all sectors. It would be very
interesting to publish or disseminate examples of companies that had been digitized, what they
had done and how they had improved.
An entrepreneur’s experience in digitization was as follows: In the year 2000, they
implemented computer systems without success. The work processes were not well defined
and there was no culture in the company. They ended up with 3 systems implemented and had
a lot of staff reluctant in the implementation.
In 2013, however, they worked it out very successfully and globally. From that time on, the
teams were prepared very well, both culturally and emotionally. The staff saw the challenge of
digitization as an improvement, but not with rejection. The perception of IT had changed in
their view from “digitization was a generator of problems” to “digitization was an ally that
makes your life easier”.
Another manager remarked that any implementation required a bottom up process, having
followers / facilitators within the teams, studying very well and communicating very well with
staff in order to do things well.
At the time of Covid19, a company had automated data generation processes with
standardized reporting accessible to anyone from anywhere.
An enterprise stated that their IT support services provider was up to date, as in case the
internet failed, e.g. regarding all gas stations, they would stop selling, therefore they had to
secure it. They had cable and fiber connection as well as satellite and mobile connection. With
these two connections, they found the necessary security. Having a good internet connection
was key for their business.
A final remark was that digitalization was here to stay and was accelerating.
The companies interviewed were very satisfied with their chamber. They wanted to know the
results of the survey, and how other companies in their industry handled digitalization.
They had already received support by the Chamber and other member companies for
everything they needed.
Some were for a pedagogical approach: to spread the costs that could be saved if they applied
digitalization tools, e.g. in communication: They had removed all communication in paper
(advertisements, publications, magazines). Others suggested to spread the concept of a service
company without an office - pedagogy to make the company more profitable.
A company asked for talks to explain basic concepts of digitalization, e.g. what is an RP, etc.? It
would be important to know the basics and digitize processes from there as far as possible.
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Digitalization was very much in line with environmental improvement and sustainability,
reduction of emissions and benefit of people. Through the time saved by not travelling, they
gained in living.
Some wanted to see how telework could be improved and organized. Currently a young person
could live in their parents’ small hometown in the countryside and at the same time work for
a leading technology company. Telework would solve family balance, revitalize rural areas and
prevent its abandonment. Now all this had become compatible.
In the view of a manager, the private sector was much more digital than the administration,
which still requested travel and presence in its procedures. An improvement in the
digitalization of public administrations would help companies. It would be good if the Chamber
could help on this.
A company was not sure whether they could receive help, when they would decide to
internationalize. Finding locations was not easy, to get permits, etc. In their region, they still
had a lot of work to do.

7.16 INTERVIEW RESULTS IN TOTAL
23 companies were interviewed in total. The interviews were done in replacement of the Focus
Groups that had to be cancelled due to Covid19 lockdown and are, therefore, not part of a
statistical sample.
Number of Interviews
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5
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5
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7
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23
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The Covid19 crisis led to many changes in companies, one of them the installation of home
office with mobile devices provided, be it partially or completely. No reduction of performance
of staff could be registered. At the contrary, the employees were more efficient in completing
their tasks, only a small degree of staff did not enjoy home office. They had learned to
communicate better and more effectively online.
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In case of a company with an international organizational culture, with employees in 10
different countries, work from a distance was normal. The team worked by objectives, no
physical presence was even necessary.
Personal meetings were extremely reduced, or transformed into online meetings via WebEx,
the same applied to business trips. Remote work had made life easier for some employees.
Still, an important factor remained direct team contact, some decided to meet in person one
day every week.
For some, part of the staff worked at their headquarters as there were face-to-face issues that
were unavoidable (prototypes, etc.), while the rest of the staff were active in a virtual
showroom or teleworked.
Concerning international fairs in overseas markets, e.g. the Hong Kong Fair, for the first time
no exhibition had been possible but a virtual showroom that worked very well and helped to
reproduce a real showroom. The investment in the virtual room stood against travel savings.
A manager stated that staff trainings were done only in form of online webinars (e.g. WebEx)
or postponed to a later time, as online trainings could not replace trainings on location in all
cases. The benefit of online trainings was the reduction of time and flexibility, in shift
operations the tendency went to changing completely to online training due to the fact that
not all shift workers could leave their shift together for training.
Others mentioned that their employees were trained for work with specialized software and
had the necessary digital skills or that they were already skilled enough for digital work and did
not need any more training.
An educational company mentioned that they had not been ready for a crisis similar to
Covid19. They had to find a way, how to cope with it at the beginning. Then they started to
subsequently introduce remote classes to their clients while keeping the quality they set in
face to face classes.
An IT company mentioned that they had already been more than used to remote work and
were in touch with the latest digital solutions, other enterprises were digitalized already with
computers connected in a network. Other companies used an electronic signature and were
registered in the national institutions to submit the data information online (such as National
Revenue Agency, National Social Security Institute, Registry Agency, etc). Companies sent their
financial and social security documents to national institutions electronically, certified by esignature.
Challenges occurred in international companies with offices and manufacturing facilities all
around the world. The basic digitalization was not sufficient in the crisis and had to be
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developed.
The use of eBanking had increased repeatedly. Nevertheless, there was a challenge: The
company's customers (traders, hoteliers, restaurateurs, transport companies, farmers, etc.)
had difficulty working online, incl. the eBanking.
In the hospitality business, restaurants had problems with digitalization. Some were
collaborating for an app for restaurants. Some staff remained active in business on location,
but their suppliers teleworked. That caused a lot of delivery mistakes with false amounts of
units, etc. Restaurant owners thought that there were still a lot of “Bar Paco” (traditional small
family owned bars). Due to Covid19, between 15% and 20% of the restaurant companies would
go to waste, in the coastal municipalities and in Barcelona that still depended mostly on
tourism.
The restaurant industry had a drop in sales of 20%. Fewer office staff needed breakfasts or
made coffee breaks. One restaurant owner predicted that only those who owned the premises
and were not paying rent or salaries (as a family business) would survive. Rents and the Social
Security had to be paid even if the companies had workers in partial unemployment and even
when their business was closed to the public. He estimated that that would have a dramatic
impact on the HORECA sector as a whole and would lead to substantial losses for the country’s
economy.
A Bulgarian company remarked that in connection with the measures of the National
Operational Headquarters and the Government of the Republic of Bulgaria, in accordance with
the recommendations of the Sofia Regional Health Inspectorate, as instructed by NAVET in
March and April 2020, examinations were not conducted for acquiring professional
qualification in VET.
Concerning changes in the organization culture of the enterprises, some of managers stated an
already very high digitalization level in international business, where online meetings were
common before the crisis. Some mentioned technical changes for managers and staff. In
production the organization culture remained the same.
A vocational center quoted that on-the-spot visits were reduced to a minimal level. They
emphasized on virtual trainings and the Moodle platform. For the students, they provided
different digital instruments to assist them to increase their digital knowledge (e.g.
enhancement of learning modules in the Moodle platform, focusing primarily on theory and
digital content, rather than on-the-spot practice, as well as additional virtual manuals and video
consultation sections for those who would be admitted to the course).
In a Bulgarian educational institution, social media were implemented more often and the
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website was used to instruct students upon their tasks. They worked on a general proposal,
together with the Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCCI), related to the inclusion
of a new specialty “Organizer of online export activities through social media”, professional
field with code 482 “Applied Informatics”, profession with code 482040 “Organizer of Internet
applications”, third degree of professional qualification, level 4 of the European Qualification
Framework. The proposed new qualification for new professions was approved by the
Managing Board of the National agency for vocational education and training in Bulgaria as
important digital measures for the Bulgarian economy.
In the Sales business, all staff of administration and sales had the option to work remotely and
most of them received laptops to do conference calls either with video or only audio as a means
of communication.
The schedule of work with clients and the consultations were mostly conducted by phone and
e-mail with other companies, but meetings with clients related to monthly accounting and
receiving the financial documents could not be avoided and were carried out once a month
with mandatory personal protective equipment.
There had been a couple of changes within organizational culture of some companies
considering the complete lockdown of offices worldwide and the assignment of people on
remote access.
Teleworking had become the rule for some enterprises; it avoided traffic jams for otherwise
long-time commuting staff and became an element of motivation to keep telecommuting for
1 or 2 days a week. A manager incorporated a tool normally used by people playing online
games allowing employees to talk while working, spontaneous interaction and communication
simulating of being in the office. Others had to buy laptops for teleworking, they previously
used desktop PCs for some of their staff.
For some, the depopulated offices made them consider to rent less of them in the future. They
considered formalizing remote work with a Remote Work Policy, as their teams were already
used to working from home or wherever they were at all times with their company laptop.
They had access to any data and documentation they might need that allowed them to do any
paperwork and management.
However, speaking of the manufacturing part of a company, there had been no option of
introducing any remote work or more digitalization than already had been introduced. 90% of
the workforce had to be physically working in their premises.
For a manager, there was always a part of business that required human work force.
Another entrepreneur stated that there had been no major changes in the organizational
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culture. As soon as it would be possible, they would step back to face to face classes, this
opinion was shared by quite a few companies.
For international or IT companies, there were no changes within the organizational culture of
their companies. In the international business, some customers preferred not to travel, others
wanted to be physically present at e.g. a Fair, as it allowed much more interaction with the
customer.
Some even said: "We can compare it with coffee. Real is coffee and virtual decaffeinated
coffee." In the future, they stated that they would see whether they would have to combine
the virtual showroom with the physical one.
Restaurant managers stated, that the whole stock control would work with apps. Currently
they already had the menu linked with a QR Code, and clients could order automatically
encoding the table number. There were even bars where guests could place their order and
paid it via mobile phone. Still, digitization involved personal and error savings.
Gas stations did not close as they had everything automated with no staff but the cleaning and
maintenance staff.
A lot of companies benefited from the digitalization measures they took during the lockdown of
Covid19 and will keep the new processes in the future. Some changed to a paperless office and
use workflow tools, new office and collaboration tools like Microsoft Teams, Stream, OneDrive,
Sharepoint, etc. Others stated that they had started to increase the use of digital tools in terms
of interpersonal communication and work / data sharing, which they would continue using.
Some used Microsoft OneDrive to keep and share their files as well as Google Drive, which they
planned to keep using in the future.
Several managers installed a person mainly involved in digital marketing issues (planning digital
marketing campaigns, dealing with social media presence, identifying other trends and
insights, etc.).
Enterprises continued to faster develop existing Learning Management Systems and to
produce webinars and learning videos.
For some enterprises, remote work had become standard for the future starting with the
lockdown. All health measures were observed. The implementation of telework as a
percentage of time was one of the most mentioned changes, as it was good for families and
avoided travel time that could be spent otherwise. Some even wanted to establish 60%
telework with their team.
Through telework, communication and exchange of experience the remote teams of distant
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gas stations learned to know each other. Some established a WhatsApp group to communicate
with all gas stations instead of phoning their colleagues one by one. Others installed weekly
meetings in form of videoconferences or communicated via Zoom and Meet online.
Video communications were embraced in online-based companies who use Zoom and Go to
Meeting for maintaining contacts with their customers. Companies provided laptops to key
employees and increased the number of employees who received a laptop. Others were even
completely digitalized, received the necessary software and antivirus protection for remote
work.
A company developed an “Outside Workplace” remote work Policy for 2 days per week and
considered the possibility of generating a hotdesk by the departments of services and
administration (jobs without a specific assigned place).
Still, personal relationships were very important for teambuilding and companies preferred to
keep it - at least as a combined version with telework. For some companies, internal
management met physically and did not change days to telework at all. For some, a face-toface visit lasting 10 minutes was enough.
Companies communicated with their clients mostly through on-line tools such as the on-line
chat tool of the website, facebook, viber, skype, etc. They would keep this form of
communication in the future. Clients were advised what to do in advance before visiting the
shop. Some companies improved their web shop. All eTechniques will remain installed in the
future. Existing programs and processes were adapted to automatization if possible.
A manager mentioned that they had not met in person with some close customers. They
switched their partial virtual presentations and demos already established for geographically
distant clients to a means of communication with all clients. The benefits were an increased
productivity by not wasting time on journeys and trips, especially for business and commercial
visits. Some sent samples and prototypes by courier. Others turned to send samples to 5
different locations and planned the meeting, for both sales and project development.
The future of showrooms depended and would depend on the decision of customers. Keeping
them virtual turned out as more expensive as the virtuality had to be paired with physical
presence. Still, the higher expenditures could be compensated with time, travel and
accommodation costs. The development could turn out similar to digital brochures and paper
brochures, which still coexist today, because there were people who still wanted paper ones.
It was and would be a matter of time and new generations to come.
Online sales had accelerated. They doubled from week to week while physical sales decreased.
Many clients new to online shopping due to Covid19 planned to stay in the future. QR codes
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would definitely become part of mobile payments.
A manager stated that they had adopted a couple of online solutions on how to run a class
online and got in touch with a client online instead of face-to-face class. They would keep these
methods for emergency cases.
International or IT companies found that nothing had been different to the usual run of their
company.
In some companies, the teams knew each other before Covid19, therefore collaboration went
very well during the home office phase. Communication increased in form of mailings, infoevents, team meetings as well as online coffee chat. Still, all missed meetings in person, and
sometimes, misunderstandings happened online.
For another manager, his experience regarding staff had surprisingly been very positive as they
had been able to produce the very same amount of work as well as keep the human touch
within the online sessions with their colleagues. They also shared “personal moments” online
e.g. a coffee online.
The integration of new employees was, nevertheless, difficult for some companies, specialist
staff that had been dislocated had to be integrated into the main team. That would not change
in the future. Some teams had to find together to cooperate well. This confirmed hypothesis 3
that entrepreneurs / managers expected resistance from employees to planned changes.
Relationships between colleagues and clients stayed loyal. They understood the situation and
coped well with the tasks in a digital environment.
An educational business had met their quality standards and kept communication on. Still, they
had the issue of not being able to include “the human side” within online classes. Experts
assisted the students by helping them to go through the on-line content of the Moodle
platform, different courses, manuals, etc.
For other companies, Covid19 had not changed much for the running of their company. Their
experience concerning the crisis was positive and “normal”.
A manager mentioned that believing in success was important, as well as motivating the team.
The most motivating factor was family balance.
Regarding the cooperation of generations, online meetings with suppliers to save time went
equally well for both young and older staff. Some stated that very young staff confronted with
4 or 5 seniors worked together very well and helped each other. Companies with only young
employees collaborate effectively and friendly, too.
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All in all, the experience of the managers was very positive when dealing with teams combined,
they treated them equally.
All generations adapted to the changes in the company well independent of their age or sex, as
long as divers level IT support existed. Digitalization was accepted by all, some older staff were
even more flexible than younger staff. This fact was in opposition with hypothesis 5 stating that
older people assessed their own competences worse than they actually were and had more
inhibitions.
It seemed that teams were forged together more tightly and developed a higher awareness of
others and their problems. Soft skills turned out as very important, when employees were
faced with extremes and fears. Some negative emotions were noticed but all in all, the change
went well. This partly confirmed hypothesis 3 as well that entrepreneurs / managers expected
resistance from employees to planned changes.
Still, for some, different generations in the teams influenced the adaptation to changes. The
younger colleagues who grew up with the internet, mastered the products for digital work and
communication much faster, while the older colleagues needed help, despite their professional
experience, and received it from the young colleagues.
In the view of a company, within all generations, there had been people who had adapted
without problems and people who had been coping worse. Only in some cases, younger
employees adapted better to the new digital tools. All generations from 50 to very young were
eager to learn, especially in the digital industry. Young people taught seniors and were very
motivated. Some just changed from the office desk to home office and worked on.
For example: one of the associates in the company was 72 years old. For a relatively short
period of time she was trained by the youngest colleague for scanning documents, work and
transformation into various file formats (e.g. some of the state institutions, such as SF
"Agriculture", work only with a certain type of file formats in the processing of documents
related to European funding programs in agriculture), archiving accounting documents.
Some teams of enterprises mainly consisted of young people! In these cases the adaptation to
changes was an easy task.
For companies with thousands of employees connected online, the data processing in the
system was slower, but efficient work was still possible.
Some managers were trained to virtual leaders online. Although, virtual leadership functioned
almost the same way as analogous leadership, it entailed much more action from their side
due to missing physical contact. Much more communication to lead teams and members was
necessary, e.g. the use of social media as an innovative way of inviting staff online. Still, it
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worked well with target agreements when based on good IT support.
Trainings for technical necessities had to be ensured. In some companies, travel costs could be
saved due to large distances between subsidiaries. Dealing with difficulties and problems
required a lot of experience and developed staff. Virtual leadership was a future scenario that
would develop further during the next years.
Modern digital technologies allowed for more efficient business activities without direct
contact between colleagues.
Some companies had owners from Germany and Switzerland. Work was imposed to them by
the owners.
International companies already had teams used to working at a distance virtually, e.g. the
Director of Sales is in Dubai, the Director of Development is in Singapore. They already had a
global culture.
Virtual leadership and teamwork would become more and more relevant, but, as an example,
the Bulgarian society had not yet been fully ready to accept it. When working with virtual
teams, detailed business planning and strict control of all workers were not possible. The
employees had to have the freedom to work and to know how to do their job.
The following seven principles applied to the virtual leadership and management:
- Trust is not blind.
- Trust requires boundaries.
- Trust requires learning.
- Trust requires determination.
- Trust requires unity.
- Trust requires contact.
- Trust requires shared leadership.
For some employees, it was difficult to accept working entirely in a virtual environment, even
though the company was fully digitalized. They preferred face-to-face meetings and personal
contact with staff and clients, mostly due to the fact that the company was very small (5
employees) and its clients were not ready for virtual cooperation. In the view of management
as well, some found that the human touch needed to be kept.
A manager quoted that they did not work with virtual teams in their company. Other managers
felt strange, but were able to manage leading their staff remotely during the crisis.
The enforcement of not to use paper led to improvements, e.g. to filing correctly and to better
registration systems while keeping records on everything. Tasks had to be delegated and
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everything was recorded and turned searchable in the cloud. In one case, the sector was
expanding.
A manager stated that as a Chairman he had been in contact with the Board of Directors and
the Chief Executive Officer virtually and had no problems with it. In contrast, an entrepreneur
mentioned that his hardcore higher management collaborated more in person.
A manager with a style of walking to see and talk explained that the impossibility of personal
leadership was difficult to handle. He had to create teams and communication became more
formal and less spontaneous. It meant a change of management style for him. In his view, more
information was available when talking informally and face to face than virtually.
For most companies, teleworking, again, worked well, even if it came suddenly, by force. In the
future, most employees would be in the office for 3 days and for 2 days teleworking. For others
nothing really changed, they did not have a lot of video conferencing but talked on the phone.
The gas stations company created a Whatsapp group and improved coordination and
communication in this way.
A manager stated that his team led meetings with clients virtually in a very correct way.
When asked about missing personal meetings in Sales during Covid19, companies stated that
with material handling as an example, online Sales was difficult. The personal relation was
missing, the transfer of empathy or well used soft skills was tough. Partly, virtual meetings
failed due to technical equipment and technical affinity of the clients. The conversations were
more to the point, the important small talk became shorter and less efficient. Especially when
meeting a client for the first time, online meetings were not considered the right way of
contact. Since the lowering of measures, selling had become easier again.
Still, it was very important that the salesperson was “present” for the client in the Covid19
phase via Skype or other online instruments. Client relations had to be cultivated, even if only
online. In the future, online meetings would increase, but physical meetings would remain
necessary.
Some stated that times of Covid19, the administrative and sales departments would work
remotely: they would record their suggestions, information about problems and the results of
contacts with customers in the system - except for the workers directly occupied in production.
In international Sales online communication, payments, contracts, etc. remained the same
prior to the shipment of goods, be it via a web shop or multilingual Internet platform. In case
of difficulties, direct verbal contact with a person providing the necessary assistance was
offered. All documentation necessary for the export activity was available online. There was
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not even a paper option.
For national shipments, companies advised clients to clarify everything beforehand, to reduce
the possibility of physical contact to a minimum, and after that to proceed with the physical
battery replacement.
In consulting-extensive branches of industry, the expansion of an online shop was only partly
helpful. In other branches, a new web shop, communication by mail, telephone and video
conferences (e.g. via WebEx) brought success.
Other companies offering an all-in-one online marketing and business consulting service,
specialized in Internet marketing and advertising, as well as managing online stores and online
shops. Team innovation was their backbone and they were proud to implement new strategies
on a daily basis. From 2016 on, they had been present with virtual offices based on three
continents. They had more than 15 years of experience in e-commerce business, starting with
their first seller account in 2003.
Some companies stated that at the commercial level, they sent a quotation to their potential
customer and did a virtual tour with them. Others had to update their website to have a tool
really promoting their services and strengthened their online contact channel. They could
implement the tool they marketed, and use it internally. Digital marketing was an issue, but
not digital sales. The management of leads was done virtually.
A company had to invest money in their virtual showroom stating that Covid19 had been a
digitalization accelerator. Some customers would stay in the virtual showroom to see the
product. In the future, some things would be kept real and some just virtual. There were things
that would stay forever. In other cases, both virtual and real would coexist, e.g. attending the
Nuremberg Fair for 2 days to meet the world's leading suppliers. In a normal situation without
Covid19 that would continue.
In case companies already had sales teams in their regions (e.g. from Spain they approached
Europe, from Dubai they addressed the Middle East and India), they were better able to adapt
to travel restrictions. If they did not plan to open new geographies/markets or acquire new
clients in new countries in the course of 2020, travel restrictions did not affect them much.
Some companies held online meetings, internationally as well; even to open new markets.
Sales depended on the situation in the respective country. E.g. comparing Brazil and Argentina:
There was more fear in Brazil to place the Christmas order than in Argentina.
Customers told companies how lucky they were to have outsourced their Management IT Tool
when the Covid19 crisis began, otherwise they would not have made it.
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For the service sector, physical contact was essential. In Sales, the sales visit had to be in
person. Higher Management was affected most by the travel restrictions. On the other hand,
concerning a board of directors, no one came to meetings that lasted 3 hours just to miss an
entire day to attend to. In the crisis, everyone participated in virtual meetings.
Companies that were not internationalized could meet physically easier.
When talking about safety equipment, enterprises received the necessary mask and material
to guarantee the health and safety of their customers.
In the restaurant business, during the corona crisis, eCommerce sales as well as a take away
food increased significantly.
Covid19 imposed new rules for working with customers and with the production group. Some
companies developed a digital program starting in September 2020.
The training of salespeople was effected via WebEx training and presentations as well as
eModeration.
Asked about what digital competences their international sales/export team should have in
addition, some stated that it was important that the Sales department was well skilled in
technical necessities for an efficient sales conversation online and well prepared, e.g. by
knowledge how to use the tools and software, present oneself virtually or do a great
presentation. Soft skills were required how to invite a client into a virtual meeting successfully,
how to keep the suspense and to avoid that the client worked during the meeting. There were
differences in virtual and analogous sales conversations, closure technique in virtual meetings,
etc. Some rules of conduct applied like speaking more clearly, in the right volume, to address
to the client and adjust the screen.
Furthermore, sales people needed to know how to do digital research, analyze markets and
potential clients online.
Regarding additional digital competences in Sales / Export, smaller companies assessed that
their team had the skills needed. Some companies were trying to improve the quality of the
advertisement services on Facebook.
A manager stated that the creation and management of content, online research, online and
digital marketing (marketing channels), e-mail-marketing, product promotion,
eCommunication, social networking, tracking trends in eCommerce, cooperation through
digital channels, sharing information and content as well as electronic sales were skills their
salespeople needed most.
IT skills like common business software & sales enablement solutions, computer technology in
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general, the interaction with different technologies, viewing, searching, selecting, filtering and
analysis of information were also very important, beside effective processing of information,
data and information protection, data archiving and cybersecurity, knowledge of platforms for
video exchange to organize virtual meetings and working with an electronic signature.
Salespeople, for some companies had to better and more effectively communicate online.
They had to produce the very same amount of office work via remote access as they had when
they had been in the office. What increased was the use of digital tools in terms of
interpersonal communication and work/data sharing, that the managers planned to continue
using. Strong cybersecurity was necessary to keep the company safe.
For some managers, Sales worked with Word, Excel, Email and basic virtual meeting skills, etc.
For others, CRM user know-how and top webinar and video conferencing skills were essential.
An entrepreneur stated that they had to meet different needs of customers and establish new
processes or new services. A stable communication channel with the client via Zoom and
Google also had to be generated. Therefore, no travelling would be necessary anymore.
A manager stated that they needed to have demos that could be done remotely and to be able
to handle search portals and market places as well as digital marketing and online presence.
An entrepreneur mentioned that they had a low level of internationalization but already were
used to working remotely, including business tasks. When their clients had set foot abroad,
they implemented it a project abroad and made it work. For them that did not involve more
digital skills than they already had. Another manager established working mechanisms with
loyal customers with whom he shared a lot of mutual knowledge.
Stopping travelling had forced a company to find a new way together with the Marketing
Department to communicate with the client, e.g. instead of visiting the customer, they worked
on a different protocol, displayed the product on screen, in coordination with sending of
samples and video conferencing.
In other companies, staff already had digital skills. They invested in and worked with a virtual
showroom. No specific training was needed. They recreated the physical stand of the Hong
Kong Fair easily.
Some industry sectors like online trade showed a lot of growth due to the implementation of
new tools. 35% of products sold online during the lockdown. That rate would increase to 4045%. Retailers generally had to change fast to eCommerce, e.g. big department stores and
groups of stores.
Companies without or little direct interaction with clients were not affected much by digital
changes.
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In times of Covid19, commercial skills like workflow- and process-oriented thinking,
bookkeeping, digital skills of all kind as well as the professional use of standard Office programs
were a prerequisite. For some, the focus should be directed at the total costs of lifecycle, for
others, cashless payments and the creation of web shops was in the foreground.
Some companies were still unaware of the need of capabilities in crisis times. Others pointed
at the importance of being able to decide between truth and untruth in research, to select
fundamental scientific information and use facts that are correct as well as items that
contained the right components or information.
A manager stated that good knowledge of legislation, incl. VAT and good relations with
institutions were necessary. Furthermore, good communication skills, decent knowledge of
online branding, digital marketing and design customized individual coaching, critical thinking
and problem solving, project management, product management, sales skills, working with the
accounting program, data visualization and data analytics as well as ethics skills were
important.
Every manager had to improve commercial awareness. Employees applying digital skills were
more productive in the workplace. Almost any office activity could be done more effectively
using digital tools or working remotely, from anywhere. That made the workplace to a more
creative place for employees.
For others, a stronger eAdvertisement, the support of online meetings with clients and laying
stress on online customer service in favor of personnel was necessary. Some had to
increasingly support online classes.
Some companies stated that digital marketing knowhow was important as well as the
preparation of electronic offers, communication and electronic signatures. With skills to edit
and modify in the web without subcontracting, and by giving much more agility to the contents
edition and updates, the companies’ homepages became more attractive, as websites required
more fluid and agile communication.
An entrepreneur planned to hire new staff who already had these content update skills for
their website. Another stated that the competencies already were there, but he had to work
on establishing new processes and new online communication channels to adapt to the new
needs of customers.
Strong marketing activities grew in importance before meetings with customers. The type of
commercial meetings was not “cold door”, but tracking marketing activities and managing
leads.
Only a minority of managers found that for them it was business as usual with virtual meeting
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management, e.g. proper use of e-mail and video conferencing tools, communication on social
media, use of Linked in and other digital tools.
Enterprises were partly very skilled in Digital Marketing and saw it as important, partly not at all
- in contrast to Social Media. Some companies had platforms for online trade but needed
resources to fill the channels, others were only selling goods or services. It was vital to offer
several possibilities of payment, or to be able to verify a reference person. Safety in the net
was a priority as well as not to ask for data that were consumer protected due to data
protection.
Some companies promoted brands or products in Digital Marketing as a subset of marketing,
using one or more electronic technologies to influence target consumers in taking action. The
connection to Social Media Marketing was not very far, e.g. posting regularly on Facebook or
Instagram.
Digital Marketing professionals had to include paid social media as part of their strategy since
social networks were making it harder to reach their audience without paying. In order for
specialists to stay on top of the social media dimension, they had to use different online tools
for optimization purposes.
Online commerce was different. It meant participation in online marketplaces that processed
online B2B, B2C or C2C sales. A Bulgarian entrepreneur stated that he was a co-founder of the
company and had over 15 years of experience in eCommerce, he registered the first online
account in 2003. The company’s management team had over 10 years of experience in
managing commercial and manufacturing companies, some of which were one of the top 50
taxpayers in Bulgaria.
Due to Covid19, companies felt generally more and more confident in the digital environment
and found that the use of Digital Marketing and Online Commerce was mandatory for the
success of a business.
Digitalization was one of the highest targets in most of the companies. Processes should as
much as possible be automatized and digitalized. Unnecessary intermediate steps should be
avoided to generate capacity for quality regarding clients. Some companies increased the
integration of digital processes into business operations, others created a separate division for
digitalization and added online meeting tools to their systems, e.g. Skype, Zoom, etc.
Some companies did marketing campaigns and had a website. They reviewed their leads and
followed them to gain them even more for their products. Another enterprise had 4
eCommerce channels, one of them was their own. In 2019, it accounted for 20% of the revenue
and had risen since then.
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Some had profiles on social media: Facebook, Instagram but had too little activities in these
media. Others opened a Youtube channel and recorded webinars, a company used Youtube
for product promotion. A manager stated that they created presentations and marketing
studies in digital format for social media. Another mentioned that they had a website and were
very active on Twitter, they had 11,000 followers.
Some managers were very creative and developed animated series translated in 6 languages
with 2,000 million views or Kitoons (cartoons for kids) in Youtube with 4 million subscribers.
During the Covid19 phase, views had increased a lot. They had seen children leaving TV to
enter Youtube years ago and were present on Instagram and Facebook as well. As the dynamics
of the market showed, children had turned increasingly digital. Therefore, some Youtube
content even ended on TV again. These managers entered the Disney channel and other
children’s channels to spread their products.
Another entrepreneur mentioned that they were preparing a Web academy to improve
content management.
In some restaurant businesses, no eCommerce was possible due to the fact that their kitchen
was sized for the available tables in the restaurant with no more resources to prepare take
away meals or home delivery.
Other restaurants managed to establish food to take away. They stated that they had to start
their home delivery business with their own personnel to make money from it. In case they
had cooperated with a delivery company like Glovo, they would have had no profit. Still, safety
in Covid19 times was a problem.
A restaurant manager remarked that their farthest table was 40 meters away. Ordering food
with a QR code and mobile payment would be a good option to secure payment. They
established an Instagram profile for their audience – young people. Their staff was also young,
and they invited their friends to their restaurant after finishing work.
With Covid19, the interiors of another restaurant owner’s premises were empty, only tables at
terraces worked. There was no need to go fishing for new customers. They had 7 newspaper
subscriptions for them, but their guests did not want to touch paper without gloves that they
did not carry with them. In the past, they liked to read the newspapers while taking a coffee.
Asked about the meaning of digitalization, some enterprises stated that it was the use of digital
technologies and data (digitized and natively digital) in order to create (digital) revenue
(streams), improve business, replace / transform business processes (not simply digitizing
them) and create an environment for digital business, whereby digital information was at the
core. Digitalization transformed how customers and companies engaged and interacted.
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Digitalization was considered not only a process of digitization of traditional information flows,
but also an environment combining different digital resources, services and professionals with
the necessary knowledge and skills at the level of technology of this environment related to
creation, storage, access, use, dissemination, security and protection of information.
It was the transformation from analogue into electronic form, which allowed information to
be processed and stored on a computer, as well as to be transmitted via Internet.
Others found that digitalization was a general word of broad importance. Still, it did not belong
among their priorities except for regular exchange of hardware and software.
Some stated that digitalization in general was a process of implementing new technologies,
using tools enabling simplification of work and so on.
An entrepreneur found that digitalization was a way all should head for in the future, another
added in all fields of human interest.
For some, digitization was about getting all data digitized, paperless, and in the cloud. The data
could be accessed from anywhere, others stated to turn any activity of the company digital.
Technology nowadays was affordable for everyone. Anyone could do digitization processes.
Digitization was the ability to digitally do things and processes that were done in person and
could be automated and done without paper or presence. Being digital was not a cultural issue.
Sometimes small businesses were more reluctant not to see people in their workplace. Cultural
change was required to decentralize, work as a team, and work for objectives rather than
presence.
A manager remarked, that they started their company with 2 people 30 years ago, and 2020
they were already 500, it had been the company culture that allowed them to evolve and grow.
Digitization was a commodity. It was important to establish the processes and then the
systems. To digitize they needed to work on the processes and to have an organizational
culture.
For some gas stations, the conception digitalization was very broad, from efficiency in
management to digital marketing. It was the future. The world had taken them there. They had
everything under control and were more digital than other sectors. In comparison with
bakeries, where it was difficult to sell bread digitally, they had fully automated gas stations.
Analog gas stations would disappear in the future.
In some restaurant businesses, they already had self-service sale and payment by credit card,
contactless with mobile phones and no physical card. They would continue to work on the
digitization of means of payment.
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Digitalization had become a priority for a lot of companies, especially in communication and
training, where face-to-face meetings had been impossible.
It provided access to information on the Internet to many users without restrictions in time
and space. Companies established a special team dealing with digitalization.
Due to the nature of business (e.g. accounting and consulting services), some companies were
already fully digitalized and invested in more digital security.
Managers prioritized digitalization with implementing a management tool and studying the
processes. It meant a change of company culture, e.g. tracking keys of customers, no more
Excel tables.
Some companies planned to grow without having a physical office again. They incorporated
people who were located physically in other countries and collaborated with them remotely.
They wanted international talents and international Human Resources, as not all companies
found talent that wanted to work without an office.
For other managers, the priority was digital marketing as a key for their business, e.g. Youtube.
The Youtube channel had allowed a Spanish manager to open difficult markets like the USA
that had a market 16 times bigger in some sectors of industry than the Spanish market.
On management and efficiency part of the companies had been working for years, they had
information in real time and had become the most advanced Spanish company in their sector.
A restaurant owner stated that digitalization had not been his priority, but he was collaborating
in the development of this restaurant’s management app. They had self-service sale and
payment by credit card, as well as contactless mobile payment with no physical card.
For another company, digitalization was not new. They had already worked on digitizing
internal processes and improved management processes. Their commercial part was already
very digital.
Future plans for digitalization were depending on management and technical possibilities. Staff
had to be made digitalization-affine in advance. Hypothesis 1 stating that managers rated the
digital skills of their employees as insufficient, was partly true.
Some companies were planning to initiate some digital outreaches related to the company.
Working with state institutions (NRA, NSSI) electronically would shorten the time of processing
and verification of the submitted information (e.g. VAT).
A manager stated to develop a tool where all information was centralized and traceable as a
priority in 2020.
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For another, the idea to work from home and have a face-to-face meeting from time to time
was very appealing; he saw everything at a distance.
An entrepreneur mentioned that his company was at an advanced stage of digitization with a
centralized information generation system that could be accessed from anywhere and on
demand.
Digitizing delivery notes, inventory management and payment systems were issues a company
was evaluating. For them, digitization was possible up to a certain point. Their question was
how sandwiches came out of a ham. It depended on whether it was fat or dry. It was not
quantifiable like coke. There were things that were clearly accountable and others that were
difficult to calculate.
Another manager stated that he would continue to work on the digitization of means of
payment.
A manager quoted as an additional remark that faced with Covid19, companies saw that simple
things could be done easily if they had to. The culture of “trial” would be extended and the
focus would be directed on agility and employee integration. Beside this positive output,
keeping up an efficient communication in the future was and would be a challenge.
Another mentioned that the different level of digital skills among clients could be a challenge,
as some of them had almost no skills. Digitalization could lead to staff reductions as well. In
smaller towns, this would be a serious problem.
In Bulgaria, business was in need of young, professionally trained staff. This was a problem for
all branches of the economy.
The Bulgaria Ministry of Education and Science had been closely monitoring this problem,
gathering information on the shortage of staff that businesses needed and directed young
people to qualify in certain professions, but the companies still did not see a visible, positive
result until today.
Funds should be allocated through various programs for staff development, aimed primarily at
small and micro companies.
Companies thought that digitization would facilitate employees to manage their working time
on their own, making it more flexible. Digitalization would also give the freedom to employees
to determine when they were more workable and thus, their work would be more efficient
where possible.
Some companies stated, that the rapid migration to digital technologies driven by the
pandemic would continue into recovery.
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A manager mentioned that they implemented their digitization strategy with an external
provider that they trusted in.
A company had the perception that digitalization affected their customers very differently, but
everything was more urgent in the Covid19 crisis in order to keep a part of the business that
allowed them to continue. Professional offices of clients had their processes digitized.
Another remarked that at the beginning, professional enterprises strived to have clients and
worked hard in the market and with customers. Still, their management faced a lot of problems
on the inside. Digitalization was only a tool. It could not solve the problems companies had
internally.
In the view of a university professor who taught to Business and Technology Degree students,
people needed to learn the concepts, not the tools, e.g. what is a CRM? What is an RP? What's
on the market?
A manager stated that digitalization improved productivity in all sectors. It would be very
interesting to publish or disseminate examples of companies that had been digitized, what they
had done and how they had improved.
An entrepreneur’s experience in digitization was as follows: In the year 2000, they had
implemented computer systems without success. Their work processes had not been well
defined and there had been no culture in the company. They ended up with 3 systems
implemented and had a lot of staff reluctant in the implementation.
In 2013, however, they had worked it out very successfully and globally. From that time on, the
teams were prepared very well, both culturally and emotionally. The staff saw the challenge of
digitization as an improvement, but not with rejection. The perception of IT had changed in
their view from “digitization was a generator of problems” to “digitization was an ally that
makes your life easier”.
Another manager remarked that any implementation required a bottom up process, having
followers / facilitators within the teams, studying very well and communicating very well with
staff in order to do things well.
At the times of Covid19, a company had automated data generation processes with
standardized reporting accessible to anyone from anywhere.
An gas station manager stated that their IT support services provider was up to date, as in case
the internet failed, e.g. regarding all gas stations, they would stop selling. Therefore they had
to secure that. They had cable and fiber connection as well as satellite and mobile connection.
With these two connections, they found the necessary security. Having a good internet
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connection was key for their business.
Only one company mentioned that they were active in health sports and as such preferred
face-to-face interaction with clients and students.
A final remark was that digitalization was here to stay and was accelerating.
When asked what to expect from their Economic Chamber, companies stated that
they wanted general support
they needed plans how to make their staff more efficient for digitalization
they wanted support with the development of concepts
they desired an offer of platforms like the WIFI platform
they solicited a working-up on the Corona situation with lessons learned, tips, etc.
Some had no expectations.
A manager had co-organized an online training related to the successful sales in the company
with the Chamber. They were planning to co-work in other fields in the future and to continue
the good cooperation.
Other companies suggested for the chamber to organize a seminar or information day on
digitalization of enterprises to improve digital skills, cybersecurity and entrepreneurship,
helping them to learn the latest news in business development.
Generally, the satisfaction with the various chambers was high.
A company wanted to know the results of the current survey; and how other companies in
their industry handled digitalization.
They had already received support by the chamber and other member companies for
everything they needed.
Some were for a pedagogical approach: to spread the costs that could be saved if they applied
digitalization tools, e.g. in communication: They had removed all communication in paper
(advertisements, publications, magazines). Others suggested to spread the concept of a service
company without an office - pedagogy to make the company more profitable.
Digitalization was very much in line with environmental improvement and sustainability,
reduction of emissions and benefit of people. Through the time saved by not travelling, they
gained in living.
Some wanted to see how telework could be improved and organized. Currently a young person
could live in their parents’ small hometown in the countryside and at the same time work for
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a leading technology company. Telework would solve family balance, revitalize rural areas and
prevent its abandonment. Now all this had become compatible.
In the view of a manager, the private sector was much more digital than the administration,
which still requested travel and presence in its procedures. An improvement in the
digitalization of public administrations would help companies. It would be good if the chamber
could help on this.
A company was not sure whether they could receive help, when they would decide to
internationalize. Finding locations was not easy, to get permits, etc. In their region, they still
had a lot of work to do.

7.17 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
WIFI International and the respective CVETNET project partners conducted an online survey
on the challenges and measures of SMEs and companies due to digitization, generational
change and Covid19. 151 companies of Austria, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic and Spain filled in
the questionnaire.
For the most part, the entrepreneurs were satisfied with their company's reaction to the
Covid19 crisis and developed digitization measures accordingly. Many companies improved
their information flow within the company and would increasingly use further digitization tools
and home office in the future.
Work in the home office was successful for most of the employees. Some companies had to
purchase equipment or make the corresponding technical changes. However, home office
contributed to the work-life balance by eliminating long office trips and allowing more time for
family. The employees improved their digital skills and developed online coffee meetings. Still,
for some, home office was not the way they enjoyed work. There was some resistance to the
changes, partly confirming Hypothesis 3 that managers expected resistance from their staff.
Hypothesis 1 that entrepreneurs rated the digital skills of their employees as insufficient as well
as Hypothesis 2 that managers thought of themselves as not skilled enough in digital literacy
could be mostly disproved with some exceptions.
Online training became important. Some companies expanded internal online academies and
developed digital learning modules and learning paths, thus answering the need of their staff
to develop their skills. Hypothesis 10, therefore was predominantly correct stating that learners
expect access to knowledge in the workplace.
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The training needs in the area of digitalization for managers and employees were digital
teamwork, business administration and office management, digital marketing and
communication, information and data competence, digital HR management and evaluation
followed by Internet security and eLearning. Blended Learning was considered the best
method of further education for most companies.
For some entrepreneurs the demand in education regarding digitalization was not an
important topic, indicating that Hypothesis 7 that individual educational needs were not known
and hypothesis 8 that everything was going well and there was no understanding of the need for
further training proved true only for some companies.
Companies were - to a very high percentage – not afraid that they would lose staff after
investing in vocational education and training for them, therefore Hypothesis 9 was proven
almost completely wrong.
The age of the employees was not decisive for the training requirements, but their personality
and motivation.
Regarding intergenerational cooperation, half of the older staff were open to learning new
skills. Therefore Hypothesis 5 stating that older staff did assess their own competences worse
than they actually were and had more inhibitions war wrong for the majority of that segment of
staff. They cooperated well with younger staff and learned from them.
Within this context, managers quoted that it was by far easier to train existing employees than
to find new ones. That proved Hypothesis 4 right stating that fact.
During the Covid19 crisis, some companies faced a lot of challenges, especially how they should
go ahead with digitalization measures, therefore Hypothesis 6 was partially correct that SMEs
did not know how to proceed with the digitalization of their business.
For some companies, the crisis came unexpectedly. They had no possibility for staff to
telework, as their business did not allow distance work. Especially production plants had to
stop production, some restaurants had to close down and the service industry that required
human touch, could not proceed (e.g Pilates studios).
In contrast to that, international companies hardly had to make any changes, digital tools were
increasingly used in sales. 59% of the companies were active in export business
(products/services) and 58% of the companies installed a person responsible for digitization.
Personal meetings were missing and could not be replaced by online meetings, especially in
international business with Africa, Latin America etc. There were problems in sales due to the
lack of personal contact or the lack of technical equipment for online meetings.
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Companies without a homepage or without an online store had to set it up first or close it for
some time.
For some companies, digitization meant that all processes within the company and with
customers were digital, the use of Social media, virtual marketplaces and showrooms, for
others, e-mail traffic or the creation of PDFs was already digital.
5 to 15 companies per country were interviewed in personal interviews. They could be
different companies from the online questionnaire or the same companies. The objective was
to get answers to open questions and qualitative information. The interviews were done in
view of the Covid19 Crisis that changed many things as well as the use and perception of
digitalization at the companies.
The results of the 23 interviews showed that home office had been very popular and would be
implemented more frequently in the future due to the resulting improved work-life balance
and flexibility.
International companies discontinued personal meetings and travel and used their existing
digital infrastructure. Some replaced trade fairs with digital showrooms and interactive
elements combined with online meetings. The forced digitalization led to a faster
implementation of already planned processes and the use of digital tools.
Virtual leadership worked well for existing virtual leaders, but also succeeded for "newcomers".
Digital skills in combination with soft skills were important. Some managers preferred personal
conversations, especially top management.
In sales, most things changed to digital, including the use of social media. Sales personnel had
to become "digital" and be trained accordingly, also in digital research, market and customer
analysis.
Virtual showrooms and virtual tours were developed for customers. Samples were simply sent
for inspection. International companies had international sales teams on site, for them the
crisis was less noticeable as travel was not necessary.
Still, the lack of personal contact with customers in Sales, especially when products had to be
shown physically, was a real challenge. The personal relationships, empathy, etc. could not be
felt online appropriately. Nevertheless, the contact to customers had to be maintained in any
case, which was not always easy during the Covid19 crisis. In case of the exchange of financial
documents, for some only personal meetings were possible while observing hygiene measures.
There were also technical problems on the part of customers at online meetings. Some
customers could not follow the digitalization of companies with online stores and were not
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used to eBanking.
On the side of the companies, some had trouble catching up in digital marketing and ecommerce. In consulting intensive branches an online store did not bring much. In some
companies, there were big weaknesses in the development of digital channels, the operation
of social media platforms etc.
Some restaurants developed take away services or only operated tables in their gardens,
others had problems with their suppliers working from the home office with regard to delivery
errors, etc.). In the industry, there were generally large sales slumps.
Gas stations remained open, many were already automated. They installed a double backup to
ensure that the software would continue to work: cable and satellite connection with mobile
technology.
Trainings took place mainly via webinars or were postponed. Companies expanded existing
online academies or developed online training tools and set up cloud solutions.
Training institutes expanded their online offerings and interactive tools.
Older employees had a need for further training despite their professional experience and
learned from younger colleagues. Young teams fit in easily to the crisis measures.
Digitalization, for some, was a necessity due to the crisis; they started to use digital tools, online
conferences, opened up home offices, changed their company structure. Other companies
could not be more digitalized or could not be digitalized at all, e.g. the construction industry.
Companies where asked what their demand was in the field of digitalization, directed to the
Chamber of Commerce: They mentioned general support, digitization training, development
of special digitization concepts, platform offers such as the WIFI platform, the processing of
the corona crisis with lessons learned, tips etc. Some asked for the development of home office
guidelines, how they could improve and organize home office work. Others suggested the
digitalization of public offices and institutions.
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8- Appendix
Complete Online-Survey Statistical Results by SurveyMonkey:
- Austria
- Bulgaria
- Czech Republic
- Spain
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